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Dredges and Other Work Craft Will be the First to Sail on the
United Waters of the Two Big Oceans Simple Ceremonies
Are Observed at the White House While Goethals and
Other Officials Witness Upheaval in the Panama
Zone Much Work Yet to Be Accomplished
Before Waterway Is in Use

Third Inning
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Mexico City, Oct. 10. The failure
right field foul line to take the bail.
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I1EBKLE IS INDIVIDUAL HERO OF MIGHTY COMBAT whose sprained leg began to bother "Before this bar; the defendant part of his 2,000 men deserted him 4,000 miles over land and under seas possible when each link in ttu canal
him. Demaree took Oldring's popper stands guilty of these offenses charg- before he had completed half of hie to blow up the Gamboa dike in the has a sufficient depth, of water and all
Panama canal and remove the last the locks are working.
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Demaree, Who Starts the Game, Is Hit Hard,
While Marquard, Who Succeeds Him,
Fares Little Better
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FOR
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Secretary Houston of the department of agricuuure says that the state
and federal governments should work
together for highway improvement
in order that a large proportion of
the money annually spent for road
construction may not be wasted.
In his own department the office of
public roads has been demonstrating
the value of proper road building by
the construction of certain object-lessoroads, and the forest service is
carrying out his idea of national and
state
in road building.
The law requires that 10 per cent of
the gross receipts from the national
forests shall bo spent in the states
in which the forests are situated. This
money is expended for road improvement under direct control of the secretary of agriculture.
The amount appropriated under this
act, based on the receipts of the national forests for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, is $234,638.08. From
the 1912 receipts for this ten per
cent road item, there is an additional
$134,831.10, which is still available.
In. administering the ten per cent
road fund, forest officers charged
with the actual plans and expenditures
in the neighborhood of their forests
have, In almost all cases, secured an
fund from
equal or larger
state authorities for the building of
certain pieces of road.
With the money thus expended
many important, roads are being built
or put in repair. One on the Wyoming
national forest, six miles iong, makes
accessible to farmers a large body of
timber and opens up a region of great
scenic beauty. In northwestern Arizona, part of the fund will be used iu
connection with the LeFevre-Brigh- t
Angel road, important because it
makes accessible to tourists the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado. In one place
the
highway crosses the
Apache national forest, Arizona, and
on this project the forest service and
the local authorities
enthusiastically. On the Florida national forest in western Florida steel
bridges and graded roads have, under
the stimulus of this fund, taken the
place of corduroy, bog and sand.
This federa.1 road fund is now available in all national forest states of
the west. Just as fast as returns
come in, the forestry officials say, a
similar fund will become available in
states in which eastern national forests are bein. secured.

Santa

Fe,

Oct; 10.

Mexico

New

parents who use intoxicants are mal-formed in mind and body, Bhe said
that first the child should 'be well
bom then well nourished and sensibly dressed.
"We need no Herod today," said Dr.
Rice, "the cheap candies and, other
wrong foods work our daughter of
the innocents for us. And the child
should be taught the dignity of simplicity of dress. How many girls
have gone to their doom on the shoals
of the desire for gorgeous finery. The
child with the high minded father
and the noble loving mother has the
best inherited start and the best home
training for its formative years so the
parents are responsible for the right
rearing of the ch.ild, for as a man
thinketh in his heart so is he and so
will his child be. The child has a
right to a sound body and perfect
mind, to good food and warm clothes
and to good home training. He must
be taught obedience and truthfulness
and confidence in his parents, respect
to h,is elders, promptness in all things,
contentment, the value of honesty in
money and in honor even in the assuming of false values in his personnel of school relation and m his play.
The arts of peace should come into
his life rather than the arts of war
such as 'playing soldier'; and above
all teach the child" humanity; the love
of the boy for his friends and brothers and the girl the sisterhood of the
women of this world. Thus will their
sense of justice- be developed. 'Man's
inhumanity to man makes countless
thousands mourn' and who can say
how. many thousands woman's inhumanity causes to mourn. Children
must be taught courage, not the courage of war but the courage of peace,
to. never stop because the task is
hard. This Is the tale of the wood
chuck who climbed a tree because he
had to and not because he could."
Dr. Rice said that Longfellow had
written about the little children who
died being the bouquets of the angels
but she thought they were not intended for any such use. Better they not
be born that to live and' die in infancy.
"And when the child is born with
its well body, and fine mind give its
birthright in sunshine and fresh air
and food and clothes and it will take
,ts education with ease. Educate the
children for their life work with this
standard of honor and home training
and you will eliminate the most of the
evils of this life. Save the children
from the sweat shops, teach them the
danger of narcotics. The, honesty of
life and their educations will follow
in perfect sequence. For a high stand
ard of thoughUrseans a better world,
and a low standard means immorality
for as a man thinketh in his heart so

evening was celebrated last night in
the State Federation program. Mrs.
L. C. Collins, was in charge. The galmalls as second class matter.
lery was open to the public and the
lower floor was reserved for the deleTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
members of the local hostess
gates,
Dally, by Carrier
clubs and their escorts.
.05
Per Copy
)
A new lecture, well worth hearing,
IB
One Week
was given by Colonel Ralph E. Twitch-el- l
65
One Month
on the subject "Soma Neglected
17.50
One Year
State Assets." American Indian songs
Daily, by Mail
by Charles Wakefield Cadman were
$6.00
One Tear
and
Interpreted by Mrs. Pierce-Win3.00
Six Months
there were typical Indian dances by
real Indians from the pueblo of San
Ildefonso. The exercises started at 8
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
o'clock and were held in the Scottish
GROWER '
Rite cathedral.
:
$2.00
One Year
The woman's club as a factor in
Six Months
New Mexico education was the topic
under discussion at the general meet(Cash m Advance (or Mall Subscriping of the Federation of Woman's
tions.)
Clubs Wednesday afternoon. Mrs.
Remit by draft, check or money orGeorge H. VanStone opened this meetder. If sent otherwise we will not
ing with a beautiful organ recital,
ke responsible for loss.
givin ga selection from the opera
"Martha."
Specimen copies free on
The question of the help that clubs
could give the rural schools was given
by "Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Miss Bryant
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
of
Portales and 'Mrs. Bundy of Las
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Cruces
and Mrs. Young of Tularosa.
FOR
PAID
Mrs. Bower of Orchard
Park and
Mrs. Nutter of Clovis, Mrs. Weideran-der- s
Advertisers are guaranteed the
of Estancia and Mrs. Frederick
largest dally and weekly circulation
Winn of Albuquerque. All of these
if any newspaper tu northern New
ladies spoke qf the needs of the rural
vfpxlco.
schools and the real work that the
club women of the towns could do by
sending magazines to the
TELEPHONES
schools. Books were in need every.'
Main 2
Business Office
where and some of the ladies reported
Main 9
News Department
starts in circulating libraries and
loans of books already in circulation
in their , counties. Mrs. Theresa R.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1913.
White gave a most interesting appeal
to the club women to aid the rural
A BAD IIABIT
schools in an industrial way. She
in part that the city schools could
said
Nothing so clearly indicates how
take
care of themselves, but the poor
will
a
habit
bad
creep
insidiously
conditions
and isolation of the counupon a man as does the miserable
school
with its limited funds
try
end of what promised to be a heroic
should appeal to all the club women.
career ia the case of Henry Spencer,
Mrs. White is the chairman of Home
the Chicago man who killed the tango
Economics committee for New Mexteacln-r- .
He Btarted out a few days
ico and a member of the national
ago with a good reputation. Then he
board of home economics. She said is he.
murdered his lady friend, which was
Miss Dryant of Portales read Mrs.
that she spoke iu behalf of Mrs. Culbad enough, Heaven knows, and
Oldham's
address on home and school
berson of Portales, who was to have
should have rested upon his laurels.
showing that the mothers
presented the side of the rural schools
But one bad habit leads to another,
and therefore the club women may
but
who
was
detained.
and soon one's whole moral nature is
Mrs. Koy prentice of Las, Vegas handle all these suggestions in the
overturned. And so we find this man
home and send to (he school an obethen
gave a most beautiful vocal solo,
going from bud to worse and capping
singing in her usual brilliant style, dient well cared for and wholesome
a brutal murder with crass, unnecesNESTOR OF AUTO MAKERS
"Oberon iu Fairyland." Miss Bishop child.
sary lying, ribout the number of peoSouth Rend, Ind., Oct. 10 John of Santa Fe was
She said there are no more
her accompanist.
helpful
ple he ha;! killed.
Mohler Studebaker, the sole survivor
Mrs. R. J. Palen, vice president of organization than the mothers' clubs
The fall Mr. Spencer has made in
of the famous five Studebaker broth- the Santa Fe school
and the parent teachers' association.
board, gave the
public euopni, since it has been
ers who developed the great business
The most brilliant, event of the fedon
the
club
women's
paper
to
that he is a raw untutored
help
which annually builds and markets the
eration
meeting was the reception to
city schools. She said in part:
liar, should be a warning to others
more automobiles and horse-drawve
the
delegates
given by the Governor
and
who begin a life of crime, little did
lhe parents,
the mothers
hicles than any manufacturer in the should
and Mrs. McDonald.
Governor and
he think when he first stepped into
help establish good relations
the broad path that he would end .up wumu. ceieorarea his eightieth birth- between children nrt tM,hor
That Mrs. McDonald, with Mrs. Fugate, the
his career as a discredited and des-- day today. He is still enjoying fairly the club woman should try to relieve president of the federation, received
ood health and, although he retired the
,
monotony of the teacher's life. the guests.
pised liar. Young men from this lesMrs. L. C. Collins, Mrs. Arthur
son will learn to beware of their first from the active management of the All the teachers are cultivated womMrs. W. H. Pope, Mrs. R. F.
murder. For it often nay, almost al- business several years ago, he is en and most companionable.
We of
still
an active interest in the the
Mrs. A. Fischer and Mrs. A
taking
Asplund,
city can aid the question of the
ways leads to serious crime Emand keeps in close touch with
work,
nenenan
assisted in the dining
Gazette.
influj.
traveling library by personal
poria
all its departments.
ence with the voters. The great value room. Mrs. W. G. Hoover, Mrs. K.
John M. Studebaker was born in of the work of women is
W. Greene, Mrs. K. F. Hall and Miss
being recog
MANNING II LL OAINE
Gettysburg, Pa., October 10, 1833, the nized the world over and in no other Flora Conrad served the punch. Mrs.
son of John and Rebecca
(Mohler) field more than in the improvement P. W. Parker, Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mrs.
A number of American free librar- Studebaker.
W. h. Kegel, Mrs. F. W.
He was only two years of schools."
Clancy and
ies have banned Hall Caine's latest of age when his parents removed to
There were four women members all other members present, were asbook, "The Woman Thou Gavest Me." Ashland county, Ohio. There he re- of city school boaras
present and sisting ia the drawing room. The decMr. Calne comes back with the
education there are five women county superin- orations were red and yellow giving
reply ceived a common school
that lie can aft rd to wait for poster, and in 1S51 removed with his parents tendents in New Mexico.
brilliant and cheerful appeariiy to pass upon his book. He, calls and the other children to South Bend,
The question of what the clubs ance to the richly appointed rooms of
attention to the fait that "Adam Ind. During the following
winfr could do for the higher institutions the mansion. The First Regiment
Uede," "Anna Karenina," "The Res- John made the woodwork for a wagon was handled in the open discussion. band enlivened the
evening with a
urrection," "Jane Eyre," "Tess" and for which b's' brothers Henry and The question, of women on the board bright musical program. The dele"Jurle" were barred from public li- Clem made the iron work. In this of
regents of these institutions being gates and visitors will longTememoer
braries in their day.
wagon the three brothers and several the most vital. The governor has the kind hospitality of the governor
Probably this is true. But some- other young men went to California already placed Mrs. Rogers on the and his graclouB wife.
thing may be said for the librarians, in search for gold. The company 7as board of regents of the Normal school
Yesterday morning a most interest
they are barring it to a different class disbanded in Hangtown, Calif., on at Las Vegas. Mrs. Fugate stated that ing collection of facts
concerning the
they
Hrrin git to a different class August 31, 1853. John found employ- it was Governor McDonald's idea that work of the different clubs was
given
of
a
ment
with
blacksmith whose part- the women have candidates in mind in the reports of the clubs for the
irom,tha readers who read
older books. The persona who read ner he became. Five years later he for vacancies that
might occur. Mrs. year. The reports of special commitnew books aftea are Immature
pe- returned to South Bend, bought his J. W. Mayes suggested that a com tees revealed a most interesting and
rsonsand from the character of the brother Henry's Interest in the firm mittee compile a list of such compe diverse summary of the work accom
books they read, clearly they are per- - of Studebaker Brothers, which then tent women and that the clubs
of the plished this year. The civic improveeons of weak minds and they can't became C. and J. M. Studebaker. La-- i state be
lists of the Institutions. ment work predominated. New Mexgiven
handle sp'-l- y u kind of books that ter two other brothers joined the
Mrs. I. H. Rapp and Mrs. Charles ico's endowment fund apportionment
' older books read. Still Arm, which was changed into the Doll
readers
gave a descriptive piano solo was reported completed.
probably t.ne barring of Hall Caine's Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing duet by J. Berg Mein, "Le Roman de
Mrs. J. R. McFie of the revision
new book will help Ite Bale Tn two company and gradually developed into Pierot de Pierette " The
story told In committee reported the 'principal
ways. Peo;e can't get it at the li- the largest works for the manufac- music was the courtship of these lovto be the
changes in the
braries and will i)Uy It, and having ture of all kinds of horse-drawve- ers. The brilliant
rendering of the se- change in the fiscal year from March
heard that it has been barred for hicles in the world. When automo lection brought out the loveliness of to
October, the adding of the parlia
cause, they will buy it with all their biles were first Introduced the com- the story.
mentarian to the list of officers, and
main.
and
'
might
pany took up their manufacture and
Dr. Alice Hopewell Rice, who is a the making of chairmen
of departo- became one of the greatest producers practicing
physician of Las Vegas, ments members of the executive
Members of the
Northwestern ia the world.
gave a most instructive paper on the board.
Cooks' association will be able here
preparation of the child for its school
The yucca was adopted as the
after to obto'n cooking utensils at
The Virginia State Federation of life, beginning with the idea of the
flower.
headquarters. The plan will be tried Labor .will make a strong fight in the evils that children inherit by the folThe business session this mornln?
for the purpose of sending all mem- legisl.i'i-rnext, winter to pass a lies and intemperance of the
parents; at 9 a. m. at the Scottish Rite cathebers to work thoroughly equipped.'
minimum wage law for women.
where 83 per cent of the children of dral closed this meeting.
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Store Closed Saturday Until Six O'clock
FOR.

1

t.

SATURDAY EVENING ONLY
6 O'clock to 9:30 O'clock

THESE PRICES for CAS H ONLY
For Women and Children
12c Fast Color Outing Flannel in a variety

Women's Sweaters in all desirable colors, an
excellent value at $2.50, special
$1G9
15c Linen Huck Towels, full size and good
Five styles of new tailored waists, this seaweight, an excellent value, only
11c son's goods, made from wash fabrics, worth
Three styles of new Net waists in unusually' $1.25. only
98o
attractive models, worth $1.50, special. $1.13
One lot of Corsets,, odds and ends and broken
Silk Plaited Hose in Pink, Lt, Blue, Bronze lines, worth $1.00 to $2.50 each, special 59c
and Black, worth 50c, special
34c One lot of Children's Coats, all good quality,
Women's 65c Union Suits, white, with high worth $5 to $12.50, sizes 6 to 12 years,
neck, long sleeves and ankle length, spe- One lot of fast color Dress Gitighams in good
cial-desirable patterns, 12 yds. for
$1.00
of desirable

9o

patterns, per yard

$3.90

-

For Men
One lot of men's Neckties in
and Bows, worth 25c, special

and

Buster

Four-in-hand-

Boys

s

7c

LoaVodorfLGfldinA Store

Buster

Is Coming
Watch for
Date

Is Coming
Watch for

EaUbliikxl

1862
-i- lffT"TTiTn"T-H

Hill

iiiii

..

.

was most gra
Mine, pierce-WinThe following committee to nomiciously brilliant in her rendition of nate delegates to the biennial conLa Boheme by Puccini, at the recital vention at Chicago in 1914,
and also
yesterday afternoon. Her accompaa- to nominate officers for the New Mexistwas Mrs. Van Stone. The recital ico State Federation in 1914, was an
was given by courtesy of the Santa 7 nounced:
Woman's club music class and their
Mrs. W. A. Johnson, chairman,
new Steinway grand piano was used
Mrs. G. W. Young, Tularosa;
for almost the first tide on this oc- Mrs. John H.
York, La Vegas; Mrs.
casion. The music was very beauti L. E. Sherwood,
Tucumcari; Mrs. A.
ful and the audience most apprecia- H. Garnette,
Estancia, Mrs. D. M.
tive.
Brower, Dexter; Miss Bryant, Portaln

,

Date

South cJidePlaja

a joyous celebration of the
blowing
up of the Gamboa dyke, which marks
the practical completion of the great
waterway connecting the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. The celebration
began upon the receipt of a telegraphic signal from the canal zone
announcing the destruction of the
uyite.
uiags were thrown to the
breeze, salutes were fired by the
warships and the harbor forts, whistles were blown throughout the
city
es.
and public ceremonies were held in
Mrs. J. W. Mayes "was named as Union square. Later in the
day a
chairman of the resolutions
large crowd gathered at the exposition grounds, where the site for the
repuhllo of Panama building was forQuick Help to Backache ancr Rheu- mally dedicated by Joseph Lefevre,
matism
first secretary of the Panama legation
The man or woman who
wants at Washington.
quick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
Chronic Dyspepsia
such good effect that weak, inactive
The following unsolicited testimokidneys that do not keep the blood nial should certainly be sufficient to
clean and free of impurities, are ton- - give hope and courage to nersonH nt.
ea up ana strengthened
to healthy flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "I
vigorous action. Good results follow have, been a chronic dyspeptic for
their use promptly.
O. G. Schaeferyears. and of all the medicine I have
r.nd Red Cress nrug 'Co. Adv.
niKPn, Chamberlain's
Tablets have
done me more good than anything
says w. G. Mattison, No. 7
SAN FRANCISCO CELEBRATES
eise,
San Francisco, Oc 10. San Fran- Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
cisco, which expects to reap immeasurable benefits from the opening of
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
the Panama canal, today indulged in
.
Optic office.
Ros-wel-

l;

1

After the musical the delegates
were taken on a sightseeing trip by a
committee under Mrs. w. H. Pope's
charge. They visited the old churches
and landmarks of Santa Fe and made
their trip around the circle drive.
Luncheon yesterday was served at
the cathedral by a committee of the
Santa Fe Woman's club, Mrs. Z. T.
Winter and Mrs. C. F. Wilson being
the chairmen in charge.
Those serving in the dining room
were Mrs. Dunlap, Mrs. Parker. Mrs.
Blandy, Mrs. Yontz, Mrs. Gilmour,
misb Sloan, Mrs. McGIIlivray,
Mrs.
Stauffer, Miss Paine.
Those serving the luncheon were
Mrs.
Hayward, Mrs. Walker, Mrs.
Marsh, Mrs. Caroll,
Mrs. Corrick,
Mrs. Paul, Mrs. White, Mrs. Woodruff,
Mrs., Hogel and Mrs": O. L. Owen.
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vMen's and boy's Sweaters in all desirable
colors, worth 65c and 75c, spe.ial
40a
One lot of men's Shirt?; collar attached, a
One lot of boy's waists in a variety of patvariety of good patterns, worth 65c.
25c terns, worth 50c each, special. ...
25c
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Office

With the San Miguel National

Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
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D. T. HOSK1NS
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Treasurer
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THREE

himself and the staff of the Museum eighty thousand school children in'tion picture houses in New Mexico,
year, has carried the work to a sucand School of Archaeology,
in the depicting the great events in her his- from this time forward.
cessful conclusion.
GATE
handling and installation of the divis-io- tory.
Attached thereto, you will also find
The cemetery is largely a communidevoted to history, archaeology
In addition, all of cb9 school bui Id carbon copy of voucher checks showty affair, and with the completion o
and ethnology, which offer was unani- lings, Its university, agricultural col ing and detailing in an itemized manthe new gate lodge Las Vegas posOF
TO
mously accepted by the board.
lege, school of mines, normal schools, ner, every expense of the board.
sesses the most beautiful spot devotThe site of the New Mexico build- the daily class work, methods of in- - The board requests that ,at least ev
ed to the sacred resting place of tha
ing at San Diego has already been struction, drills, play grounds,
par- - ery 90 days Its accounts be audited
departed that is in existence in New
chosen, the same having been selected ades, sports, everything which, will by the state auditor, or traveling auMexico. The soliciting of subscripcontravene the notion in the ep.Ettrn ditor.
by former commissioners.
tions, with two exceptions, was conOccupying a commanding position In states that New Mexico is the storm
It is the purpose of the board to
i
fined entirely to the members of tha
a wonderful grouping of Spanish-Coloni- center of the "wild and wolliy south- make a report to your
excellency, of PUBLIC MAY INSPECT THE HAND Masonic fraternity and to persona
Old Mission at Acoma Will Be Used as a Model, Although There
structures, tht New. Mexico west," will appear upon films, an the progress of the work every 30
SOME STRUCTURE AT MAwho have relatives or friends at rest
Will Be Incorporated in the Building Features Characteristic of building will stand out above all ocular demonstration of the character
SONIC CEMETERY
days, from now nntil the opening of
in the cemetery. The construction
the exposition.
Several Old Ecclesiastical Structures of New Mexico Interior others, expressing a new note in the of our people.
of the new building was made posrealms of exposition architecture, a
The film showing the work of the
The appropriation, of thirty thouFor the first time since the com sible through the liberal giving o a
to be Devoted to Motion Picture Exhibits of the New Slate's
conception unsurpassed and totally great "military Institute at Roswell, sand dollars ($30,000) it Is easily ad- pletion of the handsome new gate
number of citizens. CongregaResources and Industries
unlike any heretofore employed in the second to no state military institu- mitted, is Insufficient for the carrying lodge at the Masonic cemetery the large
tion Montefiore, whose burial grounds
building of American expositions.
out of an advertising opportunity, public will have the privilege of In
tion America, will be a revelation.
Immediately adjoin the Masonic cemeNot the least of the interesting such as is here afforded the people specting the structure Sunday, when
Herewith is given in full the first unavoidably absent owing, to profes-EionThe scope and plan of the New Mexalso assisted financially and has
tery,
Twite-hellengagements which could not ico exhibit as adopted by the board films will be those showing the dwel- of this state.
presiit will be open during the entire day. been
report of Col. R. E.
given concessions in the use of
dent of the board of exposition man- be postponed.
is outlined as follows:
lings of the Pueblo Indians, their rites
The building is of the Gothic style the chapel.
Fortunately, the law provides the
The minutes of the previous meetagers, having in charge the New MexIt is made of stone It may be said that no persons in
TJusing as a model, the old Mission their dances and other ceremonials, board of county commissioners may of architecture.
ico exhibit at San Diego in 1915. This ing were read and approved; the and Monastery on the Rock of Acoma, all of which will appear exactly as be largely assisted in raising addition- with a concrete foundation. It con- the
community have done more to
sists of a chapel, 20x30 feet, four liv- promote the
report is made as required by the act chairman reported the carrying out (he only temple erected by the Order they are given at various intervals In al sums for this enterprise.
beauty of the property
It is the purpose of the board ad ing rooms to be used as the home of than Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld. The
creating the board, and gives a very ot an orders of the Board made at of Saint Francis which survived the every year.
s
complete summary of the work that the meeting of August 14. This meet-ha- Pueblo revolution of 1680, the board of
Accompanying these will be bhown its members to yisit all boards of the superintendent and a large base- handsome iron gates which guard
ling continued for two ,days, during exposition managers of New Mexico exemplifications of school life at the county commissioners, chambers of ment, which will be utilized as a
been done up to date.
the entrance to the cemetery were
Santa Pe, N. M., October 1, 1913. which me systematic plans were
will erect a building, which will dis government Indian schools at Santa commerce, city governments, and com workshop. The chapel is equipped presented several
years ago by Mrs.
.cuesod and acted upon, looking to a close all of the
William C. McDonald,
mercial clubs, and after careful ex- with five receiving vaults, built - of Ilfeld. Mr. Ilfeld for several
principal picturesque Fe and Albuquerque.
years
distribution of the work of the board features of New Mexico Mission arGovernor of New Mexico,
In addition to the motion picture planation of the work in hand, and solid concrete. The building is mod- has
vato
the
assistance
much
given
and the giving of some particular di- chitecture of the seventeenth
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
century. exhibit, there will be Installed in the the object to be obtained, to solicit ern In every respect and cost $3,800. rious affairs of the cemetery and was
rcr.tton tnereoi to us mernDers aiong Here will be
Sir:
The chapel is chtirchly in design not only a liberal subscriber to the
presented a composite of 'convento' or monastery, tho finest not onlp its statutory aid, which may
'
Pursuant to the act of the state particular lines.
the mission structures of a period historical, archaeological and ethno- come by tax levy, but also contribu- and is so equipped as to offer a suit- building fund, but is also carrying a
A resolution was passed, requesting
legislature, under which the board of
the landing of the Pil logical exhibit ever displayed by any tions from commercial organizations able place for the burial office of any financial burden which it was found
exposition managers was created and your excellency to appoint a woman's grims or the settlement at James- - single state at any exposition yet held as well as corporations and Individ- church or organization. There are
necessary to assume.
appointed by Your Excellency, provid- auxiliary to the board of exposition ( town . building8 constructed of stone in America. This installation will be uals whose enterprises and interests four memorial windows, two large and
Dr. J. M. Cunningham,'!in making his
or
one
at, mast
ing for the making of reports of the managers, to consist
br the Indians themselves in one brief under the direct supervision of the will be largely benefited by the publi- two small. One large window was subscription to the building fund, said
progress of Its work, the board begs woman from each county in the state. docade converted to the cause of state museum at" Santa Fe.
city to be obtained.
presented by C. D. Harris in memory there Is no better manner in which
It was resolved, that the work of
leave to make report as follows:
Already, a large number of our of Thomas W. Garrard, who was a the real sentiment of a community
The large rooms and corridor conChristianity through the example and
Pursuant to the call made by Your the woman's auxiliary should be con- Christian zeal of the Frayles of St. necting "the church with the mones-ter- large corporations have voluntarily member of the Masonic fraternity for can
be determined than by the care
Excellency, the board met on the ev- - fined solely to the educational exhibit Francis.
will be used by a department of asked to contribute and aid the board 49 years and affectionately revered by with which it looks after its dead.
s
as
at the office! to lie made by the state, which,
ening of August 14,
the Masons of the community as well If the
the ruins of publicity, where representatives from in its efforts. These old missions,
people are sufficiently interestof the secretary of the State Museum hereafter will develop, is one of the many of which are found in various every
I have the honor to be,
as
acof
the
state
find
by many persons outside the craft. ed to make the last resting place of
portion
may
in the Palace of the Governors, at, most important and elaborate of all parts of New Mexico, are one hun- comodations for the entertainment
Another large window' is the gift of their
Very respectfully yours,
departed relatives and friends
Santa Fe, there being present Messrs. the exhibits which are to be displayed. dred and fifty years older than the old- of visitors interested in the state and
R. E. TWITCHELL,
N. O. Hermann in memory of Caroa
of beauty, they will be found
place
The question of the management of est of those of California, which are its future.
J. J. Shuler, Manuel U. Vigil, S. T.
Chairman.
line S4 Hermann. One of the small- to be
interested In all other af
loyally
Clark and R. E. Twitchell. W. Guy the publicily campaign, not only in among the most attractive features to
er windows was given by A. H. Long fairs of their
Reception and rest rooms will, be
city.
in
the
in
the
New
but
east,
Mexico,
A. Reed, the other member of the
in memory of little "Billie" Long, a
Pacific coast tourists. Added interest found around the patio, and on top of
The Masonic cemetery was estab
board, was not present owing to his way of newspaper and other advertis-alsenc- e is found in the fact that immediately the section connecting the church ar.d A CHILD'S LAXATIVE
grandson of Judge and Mrs. E. V. lished 35 years ago. A special effort
and
from the state at that time. ing, was left to the discretion
the New Mexican Missions the convent there will be found a roof
Long, while the fourth window was i"wa3 made 3 3 years ago to improve
adjoining
The board was organized by the eleo- - jand judgment of the chairman,
are the structural remains of the old- garden overlooking the entire exposiIS "SYRUP OF FIGS" the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bach-arac- the property. Two men who were acPursuant to the advertisement for est civilization in the United States.
fcion of R. E. Twitchell' as chairman,
in loving memory of their beau- tive in the
tion, the city and the Pacific ocean to
improvement and beauti-ficatio- n
and Manuel IT. Vigil as secretary and plans for the New Mexico building, New Mexico's building will in itself the west.
tiful 'little daughter, Bernice, who
the
of
grounds were Charles
treasurer. Resolutions were adopted three sets of plans were submitted, all be a most engaging exhibit to worldThe board also determined that MADE FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM died several years ago.
H.
old citizen of Las
an
Sporleder,
which were most worthy and
ho nec-'o- f
rvviH'n? fr,f
,,,rh..o
A handsome altar, suitable for all
three of its members, who had not
wide visitors.
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
and now a resident of Tucson,
Vegas
aroused
enstrated
interest
the
owing
and
essary stationery, supplies, etc.,
forms of religious services of the va- and Lucian Rosenwald, son of E. RoThe scheme of Interior decoration already been to visit San Diego,
AND BOWELS
clerical assistance for the carrying on to the style of architecture which of the chuch will appeal to all
rious denominations is equipped with senwald, now a resident ot Kansas
Messrs. Reed, Vigil and Clark,
of the work provided for by the act 'had been determined upon by the classes. Upon its walls, in oil
If your Jittle one's tongue is coated, an oak candleholder bearing seven City. The grounds were laid out and
panels, accompanying the architect, Mr. Rapp,
The plans submitted by the will
board.
of the legislature.
the prominent should at the earliest opportunity go it is a sure sign the stomach, liver candles. This was presented by Mr. plotted under Mr. Rosenwald's direcbe depicted
A free discussion was had relative firm of I. H. and W. M. Rapp, of events in the life of St. Francis
of to San Diego and after concluding the and bowels need a egntle, thorough and Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald in memtion, and the early improvements in
to the scope and character of the ex- - Santa Fe, were unanimously adopted Assisi, the patron saint of Santa Fe, necessary formalities with the mana- cleansing at once. When
child ory of their, young son, Joseph. the form of the stone wall surroflnd-inyour
hibit which, in the judgment of the 'by the board.
the capital of the state. Portaits of gers of the exposition, to advertise for is cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't There is also on the altar an oak
the property and the planting of
board, would merit the approval of the: The board is assured that under the representative frayles of the order bids at San Diego for the construction sleep, act
naturally; if breath is bad, cross given by a friend in memory of the trees bordering the roadways were
work
construction
for
in
and
our
of
state,
appeal
people
aj prevailing price
m fee displayed( Including the flrst of the building.
stomach sour, system full of cold, Miss Irene Soloma Whitmore. The due to the efforts of Mr. Sporledpr.
material way to the thousands of visa- - ;,, san inego, mat una miliums 0uto come tQ
vmU gubsequent
The chairman was also requested throat sore, or if feverish, give a beautiful benches, of ecclesiastical
The cemetery association is doin1'
be erected lor a sum not exceeuing
cr3 at. the exposition.
to the conquest of Mexico. The to extend to your excellency an invi- teaspoonful of "California Syrup of design, were placed in the chapel by everything possible to continue ih:
The chairman gave an outline of his sixteen thousand dollars, not includ- scenes incident to the martyrdom of tation to
accompany the members of Figs," and in a few hours all the the Order of the Eastern Star.
improvement of the property r.;sa it
ideas relative to the character of the ing its furnishings.
The building was designed by Ar is to be hoped that the individual
the frayles at the pueblo of Puera the board, and if- possible, to secure clogged-up- ,
waBte, sour
constipated
hnlliUncr whirh should be constructed
This building will be a feature of
(near the modern city of Albuquer- the attendance at the same time of bile and undigested food will gently chitect E. W. Hart, and Is considered property owners therein will awaken
conforming to the - Spanish Colonial the exposition, and in the judgment que) in 1580 will reveal to many oc- some other
move out of the bowels, and ypu have one of the most harmonious in every to
their responsibility In giving great
representative citizens of
type which is the architectural plan of the board, will reflect great credit currences quite unknown to the vast the state, as
a well, playful child again.
detail of the various public and pri- er care to their plots. The present
undoubtedly the occaof the San Diego exposition. It was! upon the people of the state, and in
Sick children needn't be coaxed to vate buildings which he has con sextion Is
sion of the visit of the board will promajority of Americans.
John Hanson, whose eardecided to erect a building which itself proving a most valuable adver- canvasses will be voke some formal function on the part take this harmless -- fruit laxative." structed in this city. Excellent work nest efforts
Accompanying
during the past summer
mismedium.
Mexico'
New
the
wouid disclose
tising
shown whereon will be portrayed the of the exposition officials, and It was Millions of mothers keep it handy be was done by the contractors, Richard have brought forth
great improveof the seven- Relative to the exhibit to be
Sion and monastery
scenes of the great revolution of Au deemed of highest importance that cause they know its action on the Smith, who had charge of the stone ment in the
condition
and apgeneral
:
struc-mentioned
in
the
building
played
century,' patterning the
gust 10, 1680, when 21 frayles gave the executive of the state be present stomach, liver and bowels is prompt work, and Frank Revelle, the carpen pearance of the cemetery. The Maas far as possible, after the rher on in this report, together with
'
and sure. They also know a little ter..
up their lives for Christ and civiliza at that time.
sonic fraternity exercises the policy
church and its buildings on the Rock all (he furnishings, it is the plan of tion.
The chapel and gate will stand as a of
as much as the appropriation given today saves a sick child tomor
In
putting into the property in imso
and
to
board
arrange
of Acoma.
the
prepare
monument to 'the generosity of the
The church proper, during the expo made by the legislature will not be row;.
and upkeep every cent deprovements
In order to carry out the ideas of the major portign of such exhibit so
Ask your druggist for a
bot citizens who contributed to the fund rived
will be used as an auditorium avilable until after the flrst of Feb- -'
sition,
from
sale of lots. Tha ce
the
adver-'tliaNew
to
returnedbe
t
the board it was determined to
they can
where, by means of motion pictures, ruarw, 1914, the board authorized the tle of "California Syrup of Figs; which was expended in the construe metery is a drain upon the lodge
Use in the daily papers for plans by Mexico and installed in the state
aided by competent lecturers, will be borrowing of sufficient money to carry which contains directions for babies. tion of the lodge. Great credit is due rather than asset, but the burden is
Mexican and other architects.
cenm, thereby saving to the state a shown all the resources of the state. on
to the trustees, whose present mem borne
its ordinary current expenses, children of all ages and for grown-up- s
gladly.
In the matter of keeping books and large amount of the money which will
Vivid representations, without cost which, I have the pleasure to state, plainly on the bottle. Beware of coun bers are O. L. Gregory, Cecilio Rosen
Those who contributed to tha gala
aocounts of the board, upon sugges- - be necessarily expended in procuring to the
terfeits
sold here. Get the genuine, wald, George H. Kinkel, Robert J.
visitor, of the quartz and coal are reduced to a minimum In expendr
tlon of the chairman, the system of the paintings and other mural
made by "California Fig Syurp Com- Taupert, N. O. Hermann, W. P. Mills lodge building fund were Harry W.
mining industries In all their details; iture, with a maximum of result in efJefferson Raynolds,
v. Ii
Kelly,
check accounts recommended Mens hereinafter mentioned,
and K. S, Van Petten, and to N. O
the great gov- fort. Attached to this report is a pany." Don't be fooled! Adv.
irrigation,
agriculture,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham,
Crockett,
The pictures and motion picture ernment
by the interstate commerce commls-- i
Hermann, who was its president at Charles Ilfeld, R. De Graftenreid, E.
projects now in course of picture of the drawing of the building
sion to the railway companies of the f iims will always remain an invaluable
A Marvelous Escape
the time the construction of the build Rosenwald and
construction, Individual alfalfa, fruit adopted.
sons, C. D. Harris, N.
"My little boy had a marvelous es
country, was adopted as being simple asset of the state,
and melon farms, live stock and
Colored lantern slides of this build- cape," writes P. F. Bastiams of Prince ing was begun, and to Dr. W. P. Mills O. Hermann, J. C. Johnsen, T, W.
the
and yet complete.
It is proposed in the matter of
who as president of the board this
establish- ing will be displayed in all of the mo- - Albert, Cape of Good
manufacturing
ranches,
Hope. "It oc
Hayward, James S. Duncan, Sr., A.
After an Informal discussion of mat-- educational exhibit to invite the
buildin
curred
the
middle
of
He
the
ments, municipalities, public
night.
A. Jones, William White,
N. Weil,
of minor importance, the board operation of the state superintendent
got a very severe attack of croup.
ings, the lumber industry, scenery unOrder
Congregation
Montefiore,
of
As
various
the
luck
would have it, I had a large
adjourned to meet at Santa Fe on Sep- of public instruction,
surpassed in the Rocky mountains,
Eastern Star, Agua Pura company,
bottle
of
Chamberlain's
Rem
schools
of
Cough
Hcne
1913.
and
Obstinate
superintendents
city
16,
ty
and great com
the
SCALP TROUBLE FOR edy in the house. After following
G. Milroy, O. L. Gregory, p. Rammer,
On that day the board met at the and all of the heads of the higher
civ
the directions for an hour and twenty
munal habitations of
. W.
Reed, G. M. Carey, Dr. W. P.
of the chairman of the board, stitutions of learning.
minutes he was throueh all danger.'
ilizations, will do much to negative
W. Browne, Simon
Millard
Mills,
Sold by all dealers. Adv.
there being present Messrs. Clark,
The director of the state museum, the
OVER TEN
A. H. Long, M. M. Padgett,
prevalent idea that New Mexico Is
Bacharach,
Reed and the chairman, R. E. Twitch- - Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, appeared before
Fine Remedy that Clears II. G. Coors, Herbert W.
is still the land of cactus, coyotes and
J. D.
A.CATHOLIC GOLDEN JUBILEE
ell; Messrs. Vigil and Shuler being the board and offered the services of A
Skin of Pimples on Cheeks, Hand, Robert J. Taupert, Clark,
educat
of
the
strong presentation
A. Strauss,
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 10. Under
ional facilities of the new state will Small Bunches on Scalp. Itched, the auspice's of the Gonzaga univerChris Wiegand, W. C. Dennis, V. M.
Temples, Sides of Nose
be seen In the employment of the
Formed Scale.
Hair Came Out sity of this city an interesting celeLyon and J. B. Merrltt.
and Chin.
school children in all the cities in the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
bration was held today in honor of
f
portrayal of the history of the souththe golden jubilee of the planting of
The changeable weather of early
ment Cured in Two Months.
west during three centuries, to each
fall brings on coughs and colds that
the Catholic faith in this section of
have a weakening effect on the sysprominent municipality and board of
the country. The central figure in
208 llarrison St., Elyria, Ohio.
"My
tem, and may become chronic. Use
education being assigned some ctrik-in- g case was a scalp trouble. I flrst noticed
the celebration was the venerable
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
small bunches 6n my scalp which com
historical event.
Father Joseph Camana, the first CathIt has a very soothing and healing efmenced
to
itch
I
and
would
olic missipnary among the Indians of
Through this medium tha visitor
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
scratch them and in time
will witness the war.deringa of Alvar
passages, and will help very quickly.
they got larger, forming a the Pacific northwest, and recognizLet S. S. S.
It Is a well known family medicine
scale or scab with a littlo pus, ed as the founder, of the Catholic
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca and his comPurify Your
that gives results. O. O. Scbaefer and
and
chunks
of
hair
Blood.
would
c
Mexico
to
faith In what was then known as Orepanions from the Gulf
come out when I would
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
V insects can't
It
was
5(
the Pacific coast In 1537; the march
Harm.
years ago today that
.
scratch thorn off. It caused gon.
mo to lose most of my hair. Father Caruana baptized 75 Indian
of Coronado in search of tho Seven
Acne al tacks the glandular structure
OHIO POLICE CHIEFS MEET
It became thin and dry and children, members of the Couer of the skin, more particularly those
Cities of Cibola and ths land of the
Cincinnati, Oct. 10. The annual
lifeless. I was troubled for
secrete
that
glands
fat
tiny
Quiviras in 1540; the storming of the ever ten years with it until it got so bad I d'Alene tribe, the baptism being held
And it is here that S. S. S the famoua convention of the Ohio Police ass-o-blood purifier is most active in its
pueblos of Tlguex In the valley of the was ashamed to go to a barbor to get my on the s'te now occupied by tbe Influence.
ciatior( was opened in Cincinnati toNorthern Pacific railway's passenger
Rio Grande; the first colonisation un- hair cut.
is one ingredient in S. 8. S., the day with, an attendance
There
of poiice
"I tried everything I could get hold of; station in this city.
purpose of which it is to stimulate the chiefs and
der Juan de Onate in 159S; the pueblo
and
, but received no euro
directors
from
many
safety
In
the
cells
tissues that they select
rebellion of 1(380; the
by until I commenced using Cuticura 3oap and
from the blood the nutriment that cities throughout the state. The con
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
makesnew skin and' thus eliminates vention will continue its sessions over
General De Vargas in 1090; the ex- Ointment when the scale commenced to
disappear. The way I used the Cuticura
If you want to contribute directly all irritants, acid3 and parasites that
ploring expeditions of the f'.ghtecnth Soap and Ointment was to wash my scalp to the
HAS STOOD FOR SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE SINCE I860
occurrence of capillary bron- inflame the glands. There is a natural tomorrow.
tendency of the fine network of blood
century; the capture of Major Zibulou .twice a day with warm water and Cuticura chitis and pneumonia use
cough medi- vessels
in the skin to throw oft impuriM. Pike; the story of the commerca of Soap and rub on the Cuticura Ointment.
cines that contnin codine, morphine, ties, but where a
Women Netd Health
persistent inflammareceived benefit in a couple of weeks and
I
heroin and other sedatives when yon tion process has invaded
the prairies and the oM Santa Fe and was cured in two months."
the skin, the
and
F.
Strength
J.
(aigned)
la an absolutely pure distillation of clean, selected
have a cough or cold. An expectorant natural repair work of the blood is InrnrefiiiTtr
The work of a
ha
womChihuahua trails; the Indian revolu- Busher, Jan. 2S, 1013.
g
with. It requires the stimuterfered
and so processed as to remove, as far as possible, all injurious elements. It
Coitsrh
like
Chamberlain's
i3
an
Remedy
makes
a
in her
not have a clear skin, soft white
call
constant
the
American
Why
conquest
1837;
tion
S.
S.
of
S.
to
of
overcome
latingactivity
is manufactured for the purpose of supplying the profession and public in
is needed. That cleans out the
hands, a clean scalp and good hair? It la what,
morbid conditions.
If you have strength and vitality, ,and slcltnes
in 1846;. the Texas invasion of 1862;
general with a reliable tonic and stimulant, and without question is the
culture beds or breeding places for such
Cuticura Soap with an ocbeen troubled with acne, do not despair comes through her kidupys and Ha2-do- r
your
birthright.
and
best By its salutary effect upon the digestion it enriches the
purest
advent of the railways in 1870, and casional use of Cuticura Ointment will bring the eerms of penumonia and other of a cure.
the
cftener than sh knows. ToU.t
blood and builds body and muscle, and in the prevention and relief of
You can
S. S. P. In any druff
diseases. That is why nennmo-nicoughs,
finally, the admission of New Mexico about these coveted conditions in most cases germnever
Kidney Pills win inr'rorata and recolds, and stomach troubles it has no equal. It makes the old feel young and
but
store,
insist
from
Take
a
upon
cold
it.
results
fails.
when
Sold
else
when
having
throughout the
store
and weak
rwrvm;,
into the union, closing with the in- world. allLiberal
keeps the young strong and vigorous.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is used no 'chance with a substitute. And if ncss, her, joints; and tnclt,
samplo of each mailed free,
irresrelftr t WiSold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by most druggists, grocers and dealers,
aching
blend
condition
is
your
of Governor William C. with 32-such
that
Tt has a world wide
you
auguration
Skin Hook. Address
d
reputation for Its
like to consult a specialist der action will all dieapprnr
51.00 a large bottle.
Our doctors will send you advice and illustrated medi-ccures. It. contains no morphine or would
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
McDonald, in 1912.
:!.
booklet on request The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y,
n
freely, address the Medical Iifpt., The Foley Kidney Tills are
who
share
and
CuWMen
with
other sedative. For sale by ail deal- Swift Sperttic Company, 181 Swift Bids, Schaefor and R"J Cross Dhit
shampoo
New Mexico will use its more than
'
ticura Soap tv illltii J It bust for skin and scalp. ers. Adv.
Autianta, Ga.
Adv.
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til

service of Yom Kippur will be ended.
This season is a moat solemn occasion for the Jewish people and is
strictly observed, on account of the
day being Saturday.

iemydoctoit
IS

IT

FOR

GRAND JURY ENDS PLENTY
AN

ETOFUL

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

10, 1913.

OF GOOD SMALL

DLAZE

IS

QUICKLY PUT

STUFF FOR

DO YOU BREAK YOUR

GLASSES OFTEN?

Observed All Over World
New York, Oct 10. There Is no
OUT
N
greater and more generally observed
than
calendar
the
Jewish
in
holiday
Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement,
PREVENT
RETURNED
SHOPPERS MAY FIND EXCELLENT FIRE
DEPARTMENTS
STAR IN "READY MONEY'.' BE-I- the observance of which will begin MANY INDICTMENTS
BY THE UNITED STATES
MATERIALS FOR THE SUNKELLY
DAMAGE
TO GROSS
at sunset today and continue, with
HEALTHY FOOD
LIEVES
IfVm
intorriintinn un
DAY FEED
INVESTIGATORS
i.JwHw
PLANING MILL
AND COMPANY
til the first stars become visible in
The season is at its best in the way
Santa Fe, Oct. 10. In addition to
This morning at 2:45 o'clock a fire
There is a particular fitneBS in the the sky tomorrow. It is the tenth
of
the
eatables for Sunday's dinner. Ev- alarm was turned in from the Gross,
indictment
two
ends
of
the
and
TIshrl
of
postoffice
appearance of Mary Carlisle, who has day of the month
the role of Ida Tyler in William A. the period of ten days of penitence employes of this city charged with erything that could be Obtained last Kelly and company box factory and
Brady's comedy triumph
"Ready which began with Rosh Hashona. No stealing a shipment of money destin- week is still pn the market, although was responded to by the two fire
is holier to the Jews than this, ed for the First National bank of Den- in some lines the product shows a de companies, which
extinguished a
Money," which is announced for pre-'da-y
The general stock small blaze which had started In some
HotitntiAi, iit iha nnnfiin nnom hnnsnithe most rinorously observed of all ver, the United States grand jury re crease in uality.
turned numerous other true bills. Fol- of vegetables is to be obtained.- Rad lumber just outside the fence surhe days of fasting and penitence.
October 1G.
or- lowing the session of the grand jury, ishes, onions
and lettuce may be rounding the p!ace, but which had ANNIVERSARY OF REVOLUTION
sunset
all
with
today
Miss Carlisle was the leading inOats were relatively weak. Longs
Beginning
an "echo" of the jurors' activity has had at 5 cents for one bunch, or three
gained no headway. It Is thought the
genue in a number of Broadway pro- thodox Jews suspend thoir work and
Havana, Oct. 10. All public build- unloaded, influenced by.' the Increase
ductions before she accepted an en- congregate in their temples and syna- gone all over New Mexico, Over at for 10 cents. Carrots axe selling at fire originated from the careless use ings were closed today and business of the Washington increase, comparof the internal reve 5 cents a hunch or three for 10 cents, of matches by tramps.
to a great extent suspended in honor ed with September.
gagement to appear in "Ready Money" gogues where they will spend day and Gallup the work
nue
officials
to
break
sunup selling liquor
Healthy looking cauliflower may be
r.nd
until
On account of the heavy wind that of the forty-fift- h
praying,
and lias by no means joined the list night, fasting
anniversary of the
Higher prices for hogs steadied
12
cents a pound and prevailed, the fire whistle blew for
of the great struggle
for provisions. First sales' 'were at last
of actresses who furnish hints on down tomorrow. From this rigorous to Indians and selling it without a bought for
beginning
Indictments promises to have a big sale tomorrow, a
chil- license is seen in the
long time and also the fire bells independence which was begun by the night's figures, with changes later
Beauty doctoring and feminine exercis- fast are exempt only the sick,
Pearl
Manuel
M.
for
the
a
onions,
Rives,
thing
brought
old
and
just
peragainst
tender
arof
age
very
dren
sounded a loud alarm. Had the fire Cubans in 1868 and which continued mainly upward.
ing to the papers. She has many
Manuel Sandoval and Frank Church creamed vegetable dish, are selling at gained headway there is little doubt
under
would
break
sons
down
who
course.
the
without interruption until 1878. Many
opposite
guments taking
ill. These three are charged with sell the same price. Cranberries of good but
that the entire box factory would buildings are handsomely decorated
!
"In almost every paper nowadays," the long fast. Before entering upon
Ing liquor to Indians. Butiltio Duarte quality are on the market, selling at 15 have been in serious danger.
and the public
NEW'YOFiK STOCK EXCHANGE
Cuban
with
says Miss Carlisle, "one finds advice tho fast a bountiful repast is par- Antonio
flags
Duarte, Jose M. Padilla and cents a quart. Green tomatoes go at
of
It was suggested by a local busi squares and the principal streets are
New York, Oct.' 10 Prices
fell
by actresses how to improve the fig- taken of. After this is disposed
were indicted for sell 5 cents a pound while fairly good ripe ness man this
Jesus
Mendoza
the
for
to
the
all
synagogue
repair
morning that when a crowded with crowds in festive at- away again today when absence of
ure and face. I am almost afraid the
ing liquor to Indians. Among the tomatoes are sold at three pounds for fire breaks out in the business dis- tire. Band concerts and speechmak-inpublic will believe that an actress "Hoi Nidre" service, which Is the Indictments
anything; approaching staunch support
of Gallup men are F. 25 cents. Mangoes !id both red and trict or in
the
in
any place where great damof the was demonstrated by an early raid
main vocation is to study herself and most beautiful and impressive
the
features
constitute
car green chili are selling at 10 cents the
on the copper group.' There was virto write of it. If one should use half Jewish ritual. The ultra orthodox Burnham and Jesus Cerecedes, for
age might result, the owners of all public celebration.
pound. Crisp c.elery is worth 10 cents
robbery.
in that block or within a
of the things prescribed to rub on the remain in the synagogue through the
property
tually no outside demand for stocks,
At Alamagordo the arm of
law a stilk. Sweet potatoes the regular distance of 200 yards from the originand bear traders forced down quotalace and body, I believe half the skin night and the following day, while reached
out for Joe Martinez, indicted Jersey sweets, are selling at three
al fire.be notified by telephone at
would be rubbed off; if one quarter the less strict observers and those
tions easily. Fear of
KANSAS CITY. LIVE STOCK
for stealing an opsn registered pack pounds for 25 cents.
once of the blaze. The correct InforOct. 10. Hogs, re- their position, however, acted as a
of the things I have read to put Into who by age or sickness are exempt
Kansas
City,
In fruits the best in the land is ob
age.
mation cannot always be received over ceipts 2,500. Market 5 cents higher. check on their activities, and, selling
the eyes and mouth were used, I can from fasting return to their homes,
at a fair price. Peaches,
tainable
At
Deming
the telephone from the information Bulk $7.908; heavy $88.25; pack- pressure grew less pronounced after
almost believe half of the teeth and where they remain quietly until the
Charles R. Wagner of Deming was pears, grapes, apples, bananas and bureau and this matter may be taken
ers and butchers $88.35;
eyes of women would be put out; if day of fasting is ended. One of the
lights the flurry.
indicted for robbing the United States lemons all sell at the usual price.
with the fire department.
we were to do all the physical exer- features of Yom Kippur is its gen
up
Although Union Pacific developed
$7.908.30;
pigs
$67.25.
mail. Enrique Canales and Manuel Canteloupes, the last of the season,
cises I have read advises, I do not eral observance by Jews all over the
Market
1,000,
steady.
especial weakness, the announcement
Cattle, receipts
has Prime fed steers
reform Garcia, also of Deming, are Indicted are now on the maricet at the low
The Adolph Phillip company
dressed of the directors yesterday, followed by
think we would have time for any- world. Even the
$99.50;
for breaking into the United States price of three and four for 25 cents.
of the English' rights to "The beef steers
thing else. I believe that naturalness Jews observe the day, although, as postoffice with intent to rob.
$88.90; western steers judge Lovett's supplementary
Concord grapes are selling at 50 cents disposed
food
from
not
abstain
Midnight Girl" to the Shuberts and
and freedom from thinking of one's a rule, they do
southern steers $5.50(?p ment of today, deprived the market
a basket. The local dealers are of the
At Raton
the piece will be produced at the New 7; cows $4.257.25; heifers $59l of a prop which had been used effec
self constitute much the best qualities and do not spend the whole night '
Raton was the scene of another in- opinion that this class of grapes will York Casino on or about Christmas.
of a woman's charm. Eternally think- and day in their houses of worship.
Blockers
and feeders $5.508.25; tually by bull traders. Pressure from
dictment.
Claude Keith, alias Claude remain at the""same price for the' rest
each
to
the
Talmud,
calves $G10.
abroad was renewed. Union Pacific
According
bulls
ing of beauty culture and on how to
$4.D05.50;
was indicted for breaking a of the season, and the houswife might
covAccording to official statistics
11,000. Market stea- reached its low figure of yesterday,
exercise properly makes a woman man's conduct is judged and his des- Jones,
Sheej,
receipts
save
now
time
and
by buying
emseal on a car.
making
s
ering the whole of the German
ious and artificial, and any tiny decided on New Year's day, and
to weak. Lambs $G.2570; year- while Reading and Steel fell under
now dy
While the grand jury returned 28 jellies and preserves. An occasional
on
organizations
the
the
sealed
is
employers'
of
heaven
pire,
jictrcss who makes this her leading the decree
lings
$55.75; wethers $4.256.25; that day's low marks. Toward noon
now
but It
indictments, 18 in one batch, the watermelon may be seen
132,458 members, covering ewes
The
ten
penitenAtonement.
numbering
of
will
and
become
Day
superficial
prices rose fractionally on short covthought
$3.604.35,
names of those indicted will be given will be the exception rather than the 4,378,275 workers of both sexes.
in her work.
tial days, beginning with Rosh Ha- out
ering. Bonds were steady.
only when arrests "have been rule. For meats turkeys, ducks and
"J beliee in living naturally and shona and ending with Yom Kippur,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Scarcity of stocks around prevailing
with
run
chickens
the
usual
of
beef,
orthodox made.
devoted
of
10.
are
therefore
Uneasiness
by
Oct.
woman
to
in
the
suit
belief
York
New
her
Chicago,
prices caused the market to make up
every
Under a new law in
pork, mutton and veal still adorn the
Two Are Extradited
their
Its dis shorts, to whom the government re- ground rapidly In the early afternoon.
at
commission
may,
beauty culture and exercise to her Jews to prayer and to settling
meat
industrial
markets.
are
Oysters
being
Judge Arellano and Jesus de la Toraccounts with one another, for it is
was a somewhat disagreeable sur- Union Pacific and Steel scored full
own environment and personality,
re were brought by an extradition sold at the usual price. With this large cretion, permit the construction of port
comsins
all
rallied the wheat market today recoveries, hut Reading did not do
or
under,
believe in keeping healthy and happy, the ancient helief that
stories
prise,
of
six
from El Paso on the charge of bring- stock the average of the Sunday din- factories
a little, weakness at the outset. so well and Amalgamated moved nerafter
and I think if a woman gives time to mitted by Israel, against the Divine
with
fireproof
are
which
ner
shouldn't
next
lowered
be
week
provided
Cue
United States.
on the Day ing aliens into
The opening was unchanged to Vs cent vously and made little headway, being
reading and the happy thoughts that commands are forgiven
All of these men are in, jail in va- but should be equal in every way to stairways.
comthe
but
wrongs
of Atonement,
: jood books brin? forth, she would allower, and there was a slight further hampered byt the break In copper warthe
this
best
served
year.
re- rious parts of the s;ate and will be
not
do
man
man
mitted
against
by
decline, after which prices rose above rants abroad and rumors of fresh
ways look beautiful in a feminine
arraigned before Judge Pope October
Postal employes in St. Paul, Minn.,
close. The close was price cutting.
way, through the effect of a content- ceive forgiveness unless attempts 11.
They Make You Feel Good
com- yesterday's
have organized a
these
to right
to
cent higher.
The
The market closed weak.
ed state of mind more than with the have been made
effect
propleasant
steady
purgative
Suit Filed
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and pany and opened a store with a view
Corn
substantial
received
wrongs.
.
The lasts sales were .as follows:
To
support
culture.
of
sleep
beauty
study
A suit was filed in the United States the
healthy condition of body and of reducing for themselves the cost from bull leaders and more than re- Amalgamate!" Copper
well, exercise enough in walking in
district court by E. P. Bujac vs. C. C. mind which they create make one of living. Membership is not alto' the
109
covered from a setback due to the Sugar
open air, to read good books and
Marshall and the Pecos Valley Alfalfa feel joyful., For sale by all dealers. gether limited to postal employes.
94 Va
ENDED,
: make one's mind contented
Adv.
Atchison
government
report.
figures
Opening
through INDIGESTION
Farms company, on removal from
..108VS
off and Northern Pacific, ex dlv
Vi
cent
were
to
unchanged
Itiappy thoughts, will give to a wom
Eddy county.
READY FOR CROWDS
.....162
The report of the fishery board for some additional depression occurred, Reading
an's face more real beauty and more
STOMACH FEELS FINE
Grand Jury Report
Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 10. To properly Scotland for 1913 shows that the num- but later carried the market higher Southern Pacific
89
-of a lasting kiud than all the studies
We, the grand jury, beg leave to
arrange details for the handling of ber of persons employed in the fish- than the previous close. The close Union Pacific
152
of the extraneous self. And I think
report as follows: We have been in
con- eries
56
to
United States Steel
and the various industries sub- was teady at an advance of
his applies to an actress work on the 'PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" FIXES SOUR, session from October G, 1913, less than huge crowds is a big job in any
Ocof
vention
On
the
first
city.
.105
day
United' States Steel, pfd....
net
sidiary thereto was 90,040;
GASSY, UPSET STOMACHS
three days have examined thirty
stage, for do not make a mistake.
citizens of Tulsa
IN FIVE MINUTES
The public will at once recognize in
cases and 59 witnesses and have tober, however, the
had completed plans to fully enteran actress through her work what her
found 29 true bills, in one case examtain the largest number gf people ever
ined have found no Indictment and
Sour, gassy, upset stomach,
dally life and thoughts are. If she
gathered together at any place in
wbel
the
when
externals
dyspepsia;
the
of
one
heartburn,
is forever thinking
have returned
no true bill.
Oklahoma.
Today Tulsa can give
and
In view of the conditions in the
or if she is forgetting them in the food you eat ferments into gases
assurance of adequate and comto
6 p.
effect of a contented mind, her work stubborn lumps; your head aches and neighborhood of Gallup, with refer- every
fortable
accommodation far her thouof
you feel sick and miserable, that's ence to sealing liquor to Navajo Inwill show."
sands of visitors during the InternaMiss Carlisle, although a young miss, when you realize the magic in Pape's dians and bootlegging, as shown by
tional Dry Farming Congress, Octomisall
stomach
makes
It
in
the
New
evidence
before
this
Diapepsin.
favorite
York,
is A great
jury and upon ber 22 to November 1.
minutes.
which we have based numerous inwhere she played in "Ready Money" ery vanish in five
Every hotel, every rooming house
If your stomach is In a continuous dictments, this jury earnestly recommends
during its run at the Maxine Elliott
and
every restaurant in the city has
that some steps be taken by
Theater for six months. Her natural revolt if you can't get it regulated,
been busy preparing to take care of
DiaPape's
for
which a special deputy United States
your sake, try
manner of acting, her delicate beauty please,
the enormous influx of strangers and
a marshal shall be located at
Gallup,
and girlish femininity have caused her pepsin. It's so needless to have
a
meal
next
make
your
ehave been greatly aided in the facilities have been Increased to
to be in great demand in roles of in- bad stomach
handle with ease, a daily attendance
little
a
take
then
food
favorite
meal,
dispatch of our business by the offigenues. It has been said of her that
over 10,000 people.
of
dis
he
will
not
any
cers of this court, to whom we extend
the moment she appears on the stage Diapepsin. There
s because our sincere thanks.
It
fear.
swithout
eat
tresthe entire effect of a scene brightens
western system is to the effect that
Diapepsin "really does" reguHaving completed our labors to the
tip. Miss Carlisle was selected from Pape's
November 11 has been set by that
that
stomachs
a great number of young actresses to late weak, millions of sales annually. best of our knowledge and belief, we road as the date on which they
will
Ha
it
to
ask
be
gives
respectfully
discharged.
play the role of Ua Tyler in "Ready
to
honor
the
case
of
transcontinental
begin
rapes
a
Get
large
C. K. COTTON,
Her winsome personality
Money."
script on a basis of 2 cents from a
from any drug store. It is C. H. WOHRER, Sec'y.
Foreman.
7
9
7 to 9
and youth is looked upon as one of Diapepsin
?90 book and 3 cents from a $40 book.
surest
relief
and
stomach
Ask for Receiver
'
thfi charms of the Montgomery de the quickest
This road informed the commission
cure known. It acts almost like magic
Papers left here
10
evening some time ago that it would honor this
25
lightful comedy.
it is a scientific, harmless and pleas for Tucumcari, signedyesterday
the attorney
by
ant stomach preparation which truly
script on the basis mentioned comHose
general, asking Judge T. B. Leib, of
at a date to be announced
Ladies' Winter Under- - IQ
belongs In every home. Adv.
the Eighth judicial district, to appoint mencing
JEWISH PEOPLE TO
and this announcement was re
for
vests and Drawers
a receiver for the First State) Bank of later,
ceived today.
,
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
No
Tucumcari.
was
recommendation
OBSERVE A FAST Because they are an honestly made
Requisition for West
medicine that relieves promptly the made for the position, Judge Leib
Governor McDonald today signed a
Cp Boy's Fleeced Union IQn
6
suffering due to weak, Inactive kid- being in Tucumcari now and accesUU Suits, each
the'
Oklagovernor of
neys and painful bladder action. Thev sible to! the, stockholders of the bank. requisition to,
:DAY OF ATONEMENT BEGINS
homa, asking .for the return toi New
' '
offer a ' powerful help to nature in
Another Mandamus Writ
AT 6 O'CLOCK, LAST""" building up the true excreting kidney
Mexico of L. C. West, president of the
Blouse Cadet IQn
A writ of mandamus entitled, the
.
tissue in restoring normal action and
1NG 24 HOURS
American Bank and Trust company of
63C Boy's
TRY
State of New Mexico, ex rel., Fred Clovis. which was closed several
vVaists, each . . . ........ ', TJU
relieving bladder discomforts.
u. u. ociiaeier ana nea uiosh fornoff, vs. W. G, Sargent, state
All the Jewish business houses will TllJi.M.
months aeo. West is under Indict- ur.
Drug siore.
state
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to
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dltor,
compel
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of
in
celebration
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7 to 9
ment ln Curry county. charged w,ft
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.
eient funds to maintain the mounted
,
,
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Panama, Oct. 10. J. Frank Houswas
fiscal
next
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police
tomorrow
all
will
and
and
day
Is said to be in Ktowa county, Oklatonight
ton, who last February killed his felWarner's Brassiere Cor- - JQn
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Per- be conducted by Dr. Jacob Landau, low worker, Harry Stern, whom he argued before the supreme court yes- homa,
Wilson
4
C.
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repMonte-afternoon,
f
of
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set Covers
director
Temple
Political Science Delegates
spiritual
accused of ruining his home, will be
lore. The service will "be in keeping given his freedom tomorrow, after resenting the mounted police and Ira
The New York Academy of Political
with the impresive occasion and Its having spent nine months in prison. Grimshaw, assistant attorney general, sciense will meet on November 14 and
CaFour -- In Hand JQn
audithe
for
the
arguments
Jew.
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to
05c Men's each
15 to discuss the pending currency
meaning
His release is the result of a pardon
Ties,
tor. The case grows out of the fact
Beginning at 6 o'clock
legislation, and they want delegates
granted him by the department of
for
made
was
no
that
will
start
and
fast
appropriation
the annual
from the various states. Governor
civil administration in the anal zone
the fiscal year commencing December McDonald has answered the reques:
3ae continued until tomorrow night.
THP.
upon order of Colonel Goethals. The
Ladies
Warner
E. A.
r
During this time nothing will be eaten trial Judges condemned Houston to 1, 1913, for the, maintenance of the by naming the following:
i
no
formal
mounted police, although
The services at the ten years In
by the Jews.
Roswell; M. W. Flournoy, Alprison. At the time the
Wll
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Dome Journal
Brothers
emple tonight will start at 8 o'clock. nublio was greatly Incensed because legislation was passed abolishing the buquerque; H. P. Jones, Tucumcari;
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it
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Tomorrow morning another service ie was not given a jury trial, and office. The sum of about $12,000 is John W.
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Patterns
Corsets
will be held at 10 o'clock and tomor- 'he action of Colonel Goethals in free-'i- involved.
J ..tj.
Date
November
11,
the
row afternoon at 2 o'clock and coHouston has caused great
Subscribe for The Optic.
Word from the El Paso and South- o'clock, when the last
nfining unfitamong all classes here.
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DEFEAT

The Philomathian society held its
morning.
program laBt (Wednesday
This was one of the best entertainments that has been given for some
time and was well liked by the students. The following was the pro: THIRD
GAME IN ELKS' LEAGUE
:
gram:
and
Girls'
IS PLAYED AT THE CLUB
"Unfold Ye Portals"
HOUSE
,
Boys' Glee clubs.
Reading Gladys Carroon.
Girls" Glee
"Good Night Beloved"
Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
club.
1
0
1.000
C. W. G. Ward
Wilson,
Newsy Notes-Eth- el
1
0
1.000
H. Raynolds
critic's Report Miss Ross.
1
0
1.000
J. Danziger
1
.000
0
The boys who were forming a lit- C. H. Baily
1
0
.000
erary society met last Monday and C. Danziger
1
0
.000
had
Nolette
constitution
the
that
,
adopted
been drawn up for the society. The
Last night at the Elks' club the
society was named the Trigonian,as
it is for he promotion of literary, so- Nolette team was defeated by the J.
cial and athletic activities. The fol- Danziger team by 111 pins IriT a fairly
lowing students were elected to the good but highly exciting game.
various offices of the society: PresiHarry Martin made the high score
for
vice
the evening with 474 pins. This
Prank
Landau;
president,
dent,
LeRoy Brown; secretary, Theodore is the highest that has been made In
Skinner; treasurer, Howard Peterson; the league thus far. The shorf end
sergeant-at-arms- ,
Frank
Condon; of the stick was awarded to D. Stern
critic, Prof. Cornell; editor, Frank H. with 231 pins. The score of the game
H. Roberts, Jr. The first program of is as follows:
Nolette Team
this society will be given at the regu1st 2nd 3rd To'l
jar cnapeI tinie next Wednesday morn- 444
14(f 164 140
Witten
ing.
156 155 163
'474
H. Martin
280
95
94
exami- C. Greenclay
.. 91
This week is the mid-ter231
89
56
86
nation period and all the students D. Stern -131
406
128
147
Nolette
these
for
"bugare busy getting ready
bears." This accounts for the reason
620 597 CIS 1835
that the social side has been neglect
Substituted for E. E. Johnson.
ed for the past ten days.

A. S. Dorman, a piano man from
Denver, was a business visitor in the

few days.
Mrs. C. W. Allen arrived In Las
home in
Vegas last' night from her
visit
several
a
days'
Los Angeles for

with friends here.
J. R. James of Raton passed through
Las Vegas today on his way home
from Antonchico. He is making the
trip in an automobile.
Mrs. T. S. Ortega of Wagon Mound,
who has been in Las Vegas on legal
business for the past week, left this
afternoon for her home.
Bias Sanchez returned this afternoon to his home in Wagon Mound.
He has been a business visitor here
for the past three days.
Mrs. J. H. Landau, wife of the spiritual director of Temple Mocteflcre,
returned last night from, an extended
visit to New York and Chicago.
The school's party to the eighth
Judge Herbert Raynolds and brother, Jack Raynolds, left this afternoon grade was given last Saturday evenfor their homes in Albuquerque, after ing in the domestic science departhavfng been visitors with relatives in ment. The party was a great success
in every way.
Ijis Vegas for the past few days.
S. J. Bennett of Worchester, Mass.,
The following letter was recently
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here for several days. He received from one of the students of
is looking for a location in the west. the past summer school:
J. F. Brown and family of Buck-- t0 The Optic:
students of
land, O., arrived in Las Vegas lastj The summer school
'.Ight and will be visitors here for sev- New Mexico Normal University are
eral days. They are on their way to now scattered to different parts of
1
California.
our own state and others but I'm sure
W. E. Davis, traffic inspector for each one still remembers with pleas-th- e
western lines of the Santa Fejnre the eight weeks spent in your
y
In June and July, 1913.
railway company, was a business
We found the climate delightfully
iior here today from his headquarters
nt Pueblo.
cool and pleasant and the scenery
John Rudulph, of the sheep isanl- - beautiful. It is also healthful for
tary commission, came in last night many of us gained in weight while we
from the northern part of the state were studying so hard under the dean
where he has been on business for and Dr. Roberts.
.
the past few days.
We are grateful to the Commercial
W. C. Berkley of Cedar Rapids, la., club, the Y. M. C. A. and others, and
came in last night from his home at especially to the different churches
that place for a several days' busi- for kindness shown us during our
ness visit heie. He has land inter- stay among you.
ests near Las Vegas.
Every one of the students from
E. G. Murphey returned last night
has a good teaching position and
from Albuquerque where he has been we are now boosting for Las Vegas
attending the meeting of the state and N. M. N. U.; for summer school
pharmacy board. He. reports the Al- of 1914.
,
Indications
buquerque fair excellent.
According to present
Mr. and Mrs. Wlnfield Knight and we'll have twice as many from our
son, Ted, of Newton, Kan., were vis- little city as we had in summer school
v
itors in Las Vegas for a short time 'yes- of this year.
Yours for a greater N. M. N. U.,
terday evening on their way from
their home to Hollywood, Calif.
ARTIE L. McMAHON,
'
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Kline of New
Atesia, N. M.
York City, N. Y., arrived In Las VeFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
gas last night from their home at
Mike Gihbons" vs. "Spike" Kelly, 10
that place for a few days' visit In
the city on their way to California.
rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
Mrs. J. H. York and Mrs. W. J. Lucas
Eddie Campi vs. Frankie Burns, 10
returned last night from Santa Fe rounds, at Denver, Colo.
where they have been for the past
few days attending the session of the
A woman Is chief factory inspector
Federation of Women's clubs of New of Switzerland.
vis-cit-

j

j
,

FIVE

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
IS not so much in knowing how to make money as in knowing how to hold on to it. Deposited in

the savings Department of this bank the temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing incentive to add more.
The "Secret of Success'1 will be an open book to you when yoo become a regular saver at this bank.
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(Continued From Page One.)
Murphy's grounder and touched secNo runs, no hits, no errors.
Ninth Inning
New York Crandall batted in place
Collins threw out Cran
of Wilson.
dall.
Merkle flied out to Murphy.
Strike
Grant batted for Marquard.
one! Strike two! Two nans! roul bail!
Ball 3! Grant fouled out to Schang.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
The official box score:
ond.

AB R H PO

New York

Snodgrass, cf

2

0

0

Herzog, 3b
Doyle, 2b

2

0

2

4

0

4

4

1

1

Fletcher, ss
Burns, If
Shafer, 3bcf
Murray, rf
McLean, c
Cooper Wilson, c
! Crandall

'

1

NEW

YORKERS

BOWLERS

city today.
P. A. Williams arrived in. the city
last night from Santa Fe for a short
business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Robb of 'yatrous
came in last night for a few days'
visit in Las Vegas.
0. R. McDowell and Charles Shoemaker of Trinidad were business visitors in Las Vegas today.
Jamea Abercromble, a well known
rancher of Antonchico, arrived in the
city last night for a short business
visit here.
returnAttorney Charles A. Spiess
where
Raton,
from
ed this afternoon
he has been on business for the past

10, 1913.
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NOLETTE

NORMAL NOTES

OCTOBER

...
..

4

2

2

4

0

1

2

1

2
1
0
1

2

0

0

0

Interest Paid on All Savings Deposits

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

TAKING

(&

TRUST CO.

S113.000.00

NOTHING
$1,050

FULLY

EOUIPPFO AT YOUR DOOR

EDR GRANTED

RIGHT
TEAMS AND PLAYERS WHO FOLLOW THIS POLICY ARE MOST

SUCCESSFUL

The team which never takes anything for granted in baseball Is the
'
0VERL4UD r.CDr.1, SOT
1
team which gets a lot of the lucky
Merkle, lb
1, 0
breaks of the game, and there are few
Demaree, p
1
0
0
xMcCormick sports in which the break of the luck
Telephone or call and we will have our demon0
0
1
is so important. Ordinarily when a
Marquard, p
show you
1
0
0
zCrant
crowd sees a long fly hit to an outfielder who does not have to move
2 out
8 24 11
s
34
Total
pf his tracks to get it
Las Veqas Automobile
Machine Co
of the bugs tnink "it's in the
AB
PO
or them shout
well" and
Philadelphia
Phone Main 344,
"A'halen, & Fowler Props
3
5
E., Murphy, rf
audibly if it happens to be a visitor
J. Danziger Team
1
who hits the ball. Nine hundred and
,.4
Oldring, If
1st 2nd' 3rd To'l Collins, 2b
3
4
ninety-nint'mes out of a thousand,
393
120 150 123
4
2
Conway .
or thereabouts, such a fly does lall
Baker, 3b .
436
1Z7
141 168
4
7
O'Malley .
"in the well" and the batsman Is out,
Mclnnis, lb
377
127 143
B. Adams
2
3
but there is the tnousandth time m
o-.vStrunk, cf
312
M. Bendix
..105 105 102
2
4
which the unexpected happens and
Barry, ss
428
141 136 151
J. Danziger
2
6
the easy fly is muffed.
Schang, c
MOST
YOUR MONEY
0
It happened in the iast game of the
Bender, p
600 659 687 1946
world's series of 1912 and lost the
Substituted for Sig Nahm.
9
9 27
0 series.
It happens a. lot of times in
Total
.,33
Substituted for S. Bacharach.
a season when you think f all the fly
Ran for McLean In fifth.
balls that are batted in all the leagues.
Batted for Demaree in fifth.
Yet not many batsmen run out a fly
xBatted for Wilson in ninth.
ball with anything like the speed they
in
ninth.
for
zBatted
Marquard
1
do a clean hit to the outfield. They
Score by Innings
000 000 3205 know the chances the ball will be
New York
010 320 OOx 6 muffed are so slight that they do not
Philadelphia
think it pays to waste energy on so
Summary
Two base hits: Barry 2, Burns.
long a shot; consequently when the so he took his time chasing the ball a hard try made it hit his hands, but
thousandth fly is muffed few players and the two runners came over the muffed it Waver was up on the
Three base hits: Oldring, Shafer.
are far enough along to take advant- plate. He was bitterly surprised base line, ready to go to third, l.nt
Home run: Merkle.
when the umpire let the runs count, the Instant lie saw the ball hit Gran-ey'- a
Hits: Off Demaree, 7 in 4 innings; age of it for an extra base.
when a batsman misses a third refusing to allow Sullivan's claim that
off Marquard, 2 in 4 innings.
hands he took It for granted the
strike which comes over the plate he the hall hit Howell, although calling outfielder would hold It and dug back
Sacrifice hit: Strunk.
THE "GRAY FOX" WILL ENDEAVOR
Stolen bases: Collins, Burns, Mar-ra- figures the chances that the catcher him out on the missed third strike to second, forgetting that Graney
"INDIANAPOLIS
WIN
TO
will not hold it are so slight that he because there was a runner at first could not make
any kind of a throw
SPEED EVENT
Left on bases: New York, 4; Phila- seldom thinks of starting for first Sullivan knew the ball hit Howell, and to second the way he was running.
base. Once in a thousand times or took it for
7.
granted the umpire did. Consequently, when the ball was muffIndianapolis, Ind., Oct. 9. The it- delphia,
on balls: Off Demaree, 1; so, perhaps oftener In the case of the Ever afterward Sully got the ball first ed Weaver was going- tha- wrong way.
base
First
an
Frank!
P.
IndianapoFox,
entry by
third strike than in that pf the fly and the umpire's decision later.
off Bender, 1; off Marquard, 2.
He had to stop, turn and break for
i'.e sportsman, of h!
especially con
ball, the catcher does not hold the
on
Lee
errors:
base
Tannehill
First
once
a
out
on
struck
third, and In the time required for
Philadelphia,
structed flier, known as the "Gray
ball, but it escapes from him so far groove ball "over the heart" Such a that Chapman recovered the ball
1.
e
and
next
the
in
Fox."
Indianapolis
Hit by pitched ball: By Bender that he could not throw out his vic- ball gets away from
catcher only retired' Weaver at third. But for that
race at the motor speedway,
tim at first base if the said victim once a season
probably, but that one the Sox would have had men on first
marks the fourth car to register for (Murray).
Mar- started as soon as he missed the ball. did and rolled far enough to have let and third, nobody out and
out:
Struck
By
Bender,
5;
three
that event practically a year ahead
Yet the world's series game was lost Tanny reach first base easily. Lee runs needed to tie. Insteadonly had
2.
they
of time.
Anticipating a tremendous quard,
once because a batsman played his turned and walked to the bench until a man on first and one
Passed balls: McLean.
out on a
rush of entrants, Fox decided to get
string out and ran to first on the wised up his teammates, and then It double and Bingle in succession.
2:09.
Time:
j
to the barrier as soon as possible. He
The psychological effect is import
Umpires: At plate, Egan; on bases, jump. That batsman was Del How- was too late. What he heard from
was beaten to it only by Maurice
a
he
and
saved
for
ard,
the
ant
game
in baseball, and that one piay may
President
left
about
field,
later
that
field,
Klem;
Connolly;
right
Comiskey
Thompson, of Battle Creek, Mich
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reminded
thereafter
play
Rigler.
always
who signed up with his Anel a few
ing on his toes. Ordinarily Schmidt to run to first base on. any old thing,
which
Stutz
factory,
days ago, and the
would have held that third strike, and
MORRIS LOSES FIGHT
NATIONALS BEAT AMERICANS
"'"
including a missed third strike.
nominated two machines not 24 hours
10
Buck Weaver, in a game against the
New York, Oct. 10. Gunboat Smith,
Oct.
R. H.E. the first game of that series would
Chicago,
afterward.
8 10
0 have been Detroit's if he had held it, Athletics this year, was confident he of California, defeated Carl
Nationals
Morris, of
Though his car bears the same
5 but Howard's failure to take it for tagged Eddie Collins at second base Oklahoma, iu the fifth round
4
0
Americans
of a
name and approximately the same exgranted the ball would be caught for the third out of the inning, and
Batteries:
and
here
fight
Archer;
Humphries
last
The
night.
terior as It did last year, Fox says it
when he missed it enabled the Cubs rolled the ball back on the grass to- referee
Schott and Schalki.
disqualified Morris for foul
is a vastly Improved affair. The chief
to tie the score and the game was ward ' the pitcher's slab. But the ing. The California
had
alteration is found in the motor,
tied when darkness stopped it at the umpire had called the runner safe the better of the heavyweight
IS WINNER
SHAFER
in
match
every
to
389.9
which has been enlarged from
end of 12 innings.
at second, and Rube Oldring, who round except the second.
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Albuquerque, Oct. 10. It took Har
by boring out the
Given
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teams
of
mental
was
on third, raced home with the
equal
been unionized.
In the first round, Smith did a lot
ry Siafer, the Cheyenne lightweight,
cylinders. The stroke remains un- less than four rounds last
and physical equipment, and the play- run that robbed the White Sox of a of
to
night,
holding, but managed to get in
Final measurements , are
An occupational disease law is now changed.
demonstrate conclusively that he was ers who look for the unexpected to victory. His tally tied the score, and several good blows. The second round
5x5, giving practically a square fiH master of John (Kid) Aanaya. Early happen n baseball all the time and a base hit right afterward won the went to Morris. He rushed Smith to
in effect in Missouri.
Ing chamber, said to be very fast. in the fourth round of their
always are prepared for it will be game for Philadelphia.
the ropes and at close quarters got in
in weight all
Over in Cleveland on the morning left and right to the head. Morris
Labor temples are to be erected In With a lightening
bout Shafer feinted with his left and several games ahead of the team
around of more than 200 pounds, Fox
which is taking things for granted all of Labor
day John Collins, who is one did some roughing in the third and
Springfield, O . and Bellingham, Wash.
caught Anaya with a terrific right
claims he will have one of the speedtime.
the
that
canusually runs out every- was cautioned for holding. Smith
player
hook, sending the Indian to' the
A winning team invariably is called
Hod
Carriers' iest boats on the track- The International
vas for the count of ten. It was sev
thing, took it for granted Joe Jackson landed right swings to the heaa and
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minutes before Anaya knew what lucky. It usually is lucky, but Just would catch a fly which Shauno had put his right four times to the body.
running stadlly ind consistently, had' happened. The knockout was as often that team is malting its own hit to right field. Weaver was on
year.
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though not at preat speed, all the one of the cleanest ever seen in a luck to a certain extent by expecting third, Lord on second, and one out at fourth
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base.
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Judge David J. Leahy left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
spend a short time and then go to
Axteo, where he will hold court for
Judge E. C. Abbott of the First Judicial district.
Dr. P. A. Pearson of Kinsley, Kan.,
returned td Las Vegas last night from
Kansas and will remain here for the
winter. Dr. Pearson was a resident-herfor several months last spring
and Is a booster for Las Vegas as a
health resort.
F. A. Henderson, superintendent of
the news service department of the
Fred Harvey system, arrived in Las
Vegas last night from his headquarters in Newton, Kan., for a short business visit here.
Miss May Ross left this afternoon
for Raton where she is to read at a
concert which is to be given by Mis3
Eleanor Clark, a contralto concert
singer of Los Angeles. Miss Ross will
return Saturday or Sunday and will
tench1 her Normal classes as usual on
Monday.

STEEL TONNAGE

DECREASES
York, Oct. 10. The unfilled
tonnage of the U. S. SteH corporation on September 30 totalled 5,003,-78- 5
tons, a decrease of 219,683 tons
New

over August.,
The strike of the granite cutters
of Greater New York, which began
May 1, has ended, the strikers returning to work with a wage Increase
of 58 cents a day
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Miss Gaffney, in her home at No. ternational
Suffrage
Riverside Drive, explained the in- League, president of the Daughters of
Oneida,
tended work of the association.
of the Women's
"This is a subject very near the Society to Lower Rents and Reduce
hearts of all American women," she Taxes on Homes, recording secretary
said. "Thousands cf young American of the Rising Sun Woman Suffrage
women are students in different parts League, and a charter member of the
of the United States, in all the large Woman's National Democratic League.
cities of the continent, and England. Her home on Riverside Drive is alWhile all students and travelers will ways open for the meetings of her
be benefited by the boarding houses clubs, and is often used for musicals,
will list with us, the young for Miss Gaffney is not only a club
which
ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL
American woman will be helped and woman and a delightful person but a
LISTS RESPECTABLE BOARDsafeguarded more than any one else. musician. Both she and her sister,
ING HOUSES
Probably every woman has had at Miss Esther Frances Gaffney, give
experience in concerts every year for the benefit of
New York, Oct 10.A new bond in least one unpleasant
come
direct con- different charities.
into
or
has
her
associalife,
International
an
the form of
ex"I am interested tn many kind of
tion has been formed between Amer- tact with the danger through the
has
in.
been
some
friend
she says, "but I know or no
work,"
the
continent
perience
by
ica, England and the
chain o certified boarding houses to These things bring it suddenly home project in which I am more vitally inbe Investigated and listed for the com- to a woman as nothing else can, how terested than in this, it Is a larger
women and more important thing than it
fort, convenience, and safety of stu- absolutely essentia it ,1s for
dents and travelers. This bond is one to do all in their power to at least may seem at first."
"Of course my Suffrage league Is
which will be of special interest and make safe housing conditions possible
value to women and which should for girls. It Is an appalling fact that the most important thing I am active
have a very pronounced effect upon many sad mistakes have been made In, as it must always be with Suffrage
by societies and by individual- women workers, but all good things which
come existing social evils.
in
unmore
advising girls where to go in tend to help women in any way really
Whether girls are actually
safe in traveling alone now thau they strange city. These mistakes have come under the same classification.'
If we had suffrage it would all be so
have always been is uncertain, but been made simply through
much
well
it
easier reforms and movements
to
ignorance,
although
might
recogare
beginning
surety people
like this would be simplified. Why
nize the fact that they are unsafe and bo called criminal carelessness.
"It will be a huge undertaking, but don't they give it to us Of course it
much is being done to warn and protect thef. Warning is easier than I believe the women who are attempt i3 coming, It is almost here now. But
protecting, and consequently is more ing it are capable of' carrying it what a waste of time and energy in
practiced; .but actual protection is through. We will have offices in all trying to get the means when that
aot being wholly neglected. Among the cities possible; wherevqr we can same time and energy should be going
York Post.
the most practical movements in thi3 do so, we will have a whole house toward the end.'v-Ne- w
direction is the recently organized In- with rooms for the accommodation of
ternational Association for .Housing a few people, at least while they are
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
making their plans and getting set- hands or feet requires a powerful
Students and Travelers.
remedy that will penertate the flesh.
It is significant that the idea or- tled elsewhere.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos"In
to
order
our
make
which
an
for
with
American
list,
woman,
iginated
sesses that power. Rubbed in where
be
posted at all railroad and the pain is felt is all that is necessarjr
it Is largely American students who will
will be benefited by it. Mrs. Hcloise steamship offices, the houses will be to relievo suffering and restore prr
mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and
Rose, aided by the Duchess of Marl thoroughly Investigated by women $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Centrai
who
are
The
to
meet
competent
Dru-,- '
judge.
borough, began it by a series of
Co. Adv.
ings in London last year. Now the houses which list with us, either at
headquarters; have been transferred our invitation or at their own request, REAR ADMIRAL WARD RETIRES
to America,. with the return of Mrs. will have to pay us something, for Washington, Oct. 10 Having reachYoom.
The first meeting in America of course we want the association to ed the age limit for active service,
was held late in June at the home of be a
thing and not to Rear Adimaral Aaron Ward, one of
s Lydia do Witt Day, the American be dependent upon donations entirely the best known officers of the navy,
treasurer ,of the asscoiation. The for very long'. Many people, both in was placed on the retired list today.
loext meeting will be held Boon, and Europe and America, are sending Rear Admiral Ward is a native of
the active work towards the investi signs of their approval and interest. Philadelphia and a graduate of the
gation and certification of boarding There is probably no plan for social United States Naval academy of the
houses in air large cities of America, work in the world which could inter- class of 71. He commanded the Wasp
England and the continent will begin. est and really concern more people, in the war with Spain and was adMrs. Rose finds many enthusiastic and especially more women, than this. vanced in grade for conspicuous servwomen In America to help her. Mrs. My own vital interest in the subject ice in battle. Last year he was in
..Tames Lees I.aidlaw, Mrs. Reginald began three or four years ago, in the command of the dreadnanght division
Hp, Koven, Mrs. Douglas, wife of the seemingly unavoidable trouble which of the Atlantic fleet, from which comPev. William Doup.las'of the Cathedral two members of my own family had mand he was transferred to the post
of St. John the Divine, and Mrs in going to a house in Boston which of supervisor of the harbor of New
.Adolph. Ochs are among the vice pres- had been recommended. One cannot York.
idents. Miss Marguerite Cecelia Gaff hear of such dangers and not desire
ney is the secretary and a member o( to do away with them."
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
- the
Cal., will answer any Inquiradvisory board.
This work is, of course, somewhat
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
similar to the work done by the
He says further "Foley's
Componnd.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles Young "Women's Christian association Honey and Tar Compound has
greatly
in providing homes for girls in cities, benefited me for bronchial
MRS. DLU
trouble
SHEARER
I
used other remM.i.-h-.i
lleiieral
Hair and Scalp but it is on a much larger scale. The and cough, after
edies that failed.
It is more like a
'
.Trcai merit. facial Massage, Manicure Christian association provides housfond than a medicine." Do not acin
women
for
Plaza Hotel
only
ing opportunities
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Office .hours 1.10 p. m. to 3:30 p. m its own houses, and this means that Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
only a limited number can be accomFIRE
MARSHALS
CONVENTION
modated while the International
Philadelphia, Oct. 10 Many of the
if it is successful, will certify
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
accommodations for as many people leading cities of the United States
AMD
as need them. The Christian associa- and Canada were represented here totion has only one house in a city, and day at the opening o the annual conSIGN PAINTING
the International association, will have vention of the Fire Marshals' assoN. O.
as many as they can investigate, and ciation of North America The ses429 GRAND AVE.
will be adding new names to the list sions will continue several days and
all the time. This will mean not only will be devoted to the consideration
that girls will be longed in the few of numerous matters relating to fire
safe and comfortable houses, but that prevention and fire fighting. A. A.
all houses will tend toward becoming Lindbaeh of Winnipeg is the president
safe and comfortable, for it will be of the association and the presiding
greatly to their advantage to be on officer of the convention.
the "white '(st."
1 This
"With the exception of the Young , When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
Women's Christian association work,"
discouraged, you should use a little
Silver
says Miss Gaffney, "no effort has ever HERBINE at. bedtime. It opens the
before been made to open homes for bowels, purifies the system and rea fine feeling of health and en-- if
use traveling or transient women, or to stores
Price 50c. Sold by Central
rey.
ascertain what houses are fit for them
Drug Co. Adv.
EMPRESS to Vve in. Naturally, the majority of
young women who go abroad to study DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
cannot afford tp live in the best ho- by local applications, as they cannot
FLOUR
the diseased portions of the
tels they have to go to boarding reach
ear. There is only one way to cure
houses or pensions. And it is per- deafness, and that is by constitutional
It s giving you
fectly true that the women who keep remedies. Deafness is caused by an
these houses safeguard their reputa inflamed condition of the mucous lina present for doing of the Eustachian Tube. When
tions, if they are such that they need this
tube is Inflamed you have a rum
ing something
safeguarding, by having always living bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
you 'd do tny
with them somq unobservant and emi- when it Is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflamwhen
nently respectable older persons.
you
way
mation can be taken out and this tube
"We
cities
the
will
with
begin
Ieam how Much
restored to its normal condition,
where certified houses are the most hearing will be destroyed ' forever;
Betfer EMPRESS
necessary New York, London, Paris, nine cases out of ten are caused Dy
which is nothing but an in
FLOUR realb is. g Berlin, all the largest cities and those catarrh, condition
sur
of the, mucou
flamed
where
students congregate and where
Made by GER- - I
faces.
abound. After a few
sightseerers
We will give One Hundred Dollars
MAN PROCESS
good houses have been found in those for any case of deafness (caused by
by
points of greatest interest the smaller catarrh) that cannot ba curedcirculONE COUPON FROM
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
be
will
not
cities
do
I
taken
No,
up.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
ars free. .
think that there will be any uniform
E. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
STAMPS
1
FIVE
Sold by Druggists, 7oc.
ity of rooms, food, price or anything
BRINGS YOU THE
Take Hall's Family Pills for. constielse In these certified houses. Every
SPOON
IT 'S
Adv.
house willbe an independent unit, pation.
GENUINE WM.
and they will Include both high priced
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
and low priced ones, to satisfy all
STANDARD
kinds of students and all kinds of
travelers."
SILVER
"We have no idea how long it will
take to get the work started on anyFRENCH-GRE- Y
thing like a large scale, hut we will
(STERbegin right away ,and every single
LING) FINISH
huoso which is weighed and not found
wanting will mean a great deal to
EMPRESS il ward the end we have in view."
Miss Caffney is interested In all
can be ch-- 1
v
onus of social work, and especially in
from
3 tained in this city
mything whicn concerns the welfare
' f
women. She is president of the In
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Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
"But your automobile doesn't turn No ad to
occupy less space than two
turtle every day and seek a mud pud- lines
All
advertisements
charged
dle, does it?" .
"Oh! no. Sometimes it turns bird will be booked at space actually set
and takes to the air and then again without regard to number of words.
it turns monkey and climbs a tree."
Cash In advlnce preferred.
A
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OF DANGER
H

A
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i

W. M..

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
r
conclave
e. d Tua-daIn each month at
o
Temple at 7:8 p. m. O. H
KlnkeL K. C. ; Chas. Tamme,

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of tha World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of

Reg-jj'la-

y

Ma-onl-

each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
members are especially welcooa and
cordially Invited.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
vocation first Monday In
102 Meets every Monday 'night at
each month at Masonic O. R. C.
hall, on Douglas avenue at
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
y
PresiC.
welcome.
J.
Wertz,
'Blood, Secretary.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.

y

A -- A V

-

Baily, Treasurer.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NC

Meets every Monday evening a'
on Sixth street. All vit'tim
brethren cordially Invited to at.tex;l
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeien
Phone Trustee.
No.
1-

Of TIC'S NUMBER. MfK
H

It

I

-

their hall

LOCAL TIME CARD

Wi

0?Y

WANTED
To rent a piano.
Main 423.

w

Eas; Bcund
Arrive

2..

No.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and No
i.
WANTED
Suite of "three or four
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 10..
rooms in
modern house, steam
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
heated, Sixth, Seventh or Eighth
4

Depan

m...
m...

9:

p. n
11:05 p. n
..11:05 p,
a. v.
. . 2:05 a. tn. . . .2:10
2:10 p i;
. . 1:45
p. m. . .
.

9:10 p.

.

IF.

West Sound
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
Arrivs
Depart
Streets preferred.
.Permanency. are
invited. Gov. Wm. J. No.
1:45 p
. .
1:20
m...
p.
cordially
Address
L., Optic.
First Deer Do you know the ex6:10 a. m. . . 6:15 a
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
. .
pression in your eyes is positively hu..
4:20
Secretary.
No.
p. m... 4:30 p
man?
WANTED Girl tor light house work.
'. .
7:00 p
6:35 p. m.
Second Deer Don't say that. One
No.
322 Grand
avenue. Phone Olive
COUNOF
KNIGHTS
of these excited hunters may mistake
COLUMBUS,
5272.
me for a guide.
second and
CIL NO.
)
VTTOItNKYS
t urth
O.
R. C. hall.
in
Thursday
WANTED Experienced cook.
Good
'
Pioneer building. Visiting members
NEEDED IT
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
HUNKER & HUNKER
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunke-George
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
r
.

804.---Me-

--

r

Attorneya-at-La-

foe

New Mexier
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR- Las Vegas.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
HONEY for sale at Phoenix Ranch,
DENTISTS
W. O. W. hall,, Sixth street, on the
Watrous, N. M.
first and third Mondays of each
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR SALE Good work horse. InDentist
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
quire J. A. Cobb, Boulevard.
Dental work of any description ai
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanmoderate prices
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR SAIJ3 Household goods, range,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main .13
McDougall cabinet, round dining Assistant
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
table, etc. 1009 Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR SALE Pure apple cider, also
eholce hand picked apples; $2.50
per 100 delivered. J. H. Kelley,

73

tLutomt?

The Star I must have real food In
the banquet scene tonight.
Manager Why?
The Star Because I'm hungry.

FOR RENT Cheap, nicely furnished
house, close in; no health seekers.
Phone Main 407.

J

-

RENT Cottage in desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.

FOR

'

FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
room In modern home. 1030 Eighth
street.
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep
ing rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
The Coffee Pot There's some
low somewhere in you. You're a

yelcow-

ard!
The EggSir! What grounds havt
you for making such a statement?
The Coffee Pot Coffee grounds.
MIGHT BE WORTH THOUSANDS

FOR RENT Four room cottage, 407
Washington avenue. C. H. Stevenson, Phone Main 291.
FURNISHED cottage
Eighth. .

for rent.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice
20c per 100' lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
each
per 100 lbs
..25c
2000
delivery'.
lOOO.to
lbs,
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per IOC lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln, Ave

Phone Ma In 227

i

a

RETAIL PRICES
Each Del very

lbs., or More,

2,000

.............. .20c

per 100 lbs
25e per 100 lb30c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 IbV
.".50c per 100 lbs

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Traoa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

417

.

S3

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.
To lady or gentleman
comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers., Phone
Purple 5301.

3 ANT Ads

Are Best

FOR RENT
employed,

,

'3LJ

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln. ,

Classifies
those

fhM1

Adv.

Drug Co.

CRYSTAL ICE

Steam heated rooms for
light housekeeping at 628 Grand
avenue. See Mrs. Craven at Bach- arach's store.

Of YUU!

L. O. O. MOOSE

For Rent
FOR RENT

KITCHEN KNOCKS

Stop coughing! you rack the lung
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central

Meets second an.
fourth
evening eact
Thursday
hail. Visltlnk
W.
O.
at
W.
month
Olive 3621.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse. Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
W. F. White, 521 Sixth street.

Hard-Presse-

M fl

ALL GHCCHnS

t1.

LODGE NO. 54V

cor-diall-

HER.MAN

.y

t,

J. E. ROSENWALD

M.

I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first TuesRegular communication first and day of the month In the vestry rooms
ibird Thursday In of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
j' saca month. Ylsitinf m. Visiting brothers are cordially inbrothers cordially In vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
cited. Wm. p. Miila, Greenclay, Secretary.
H. S ..an Petten.
Secretary.

TISEMENTS

g

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

RATES'

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

YLl

'

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAY8 HANDLED

FOR

GIRLS

LOBBY

CAN FURNISH room and 'board for

two young ladies. For terms Inquire Mrs. M. A. Baca, phone Main
611.

First Senator What do you think
Lcstt
of a man who spends thousands and
thousands of dollars In pontics?
1 can't tell what 1
' Heeonrt Senator
LOST Pearl brooch carved with
think of him until I. know what office
lady's head, Wednesday evening.
be landed- Return to Optic,

who

d.

Market Finders
aearca'out the people to
B0Y the

MIGHT

particular

whom amone au
is worth most

thli

toaieo
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST
mevr
a
wotfd
tMs
and
bear
swaps
la
ads.
per
who reads the
W were advertised
aere.
unleaa
your property
Others- - who read and anaer ads. in this aewsa&er waat (m
re anxious m pay cash for) books, automobiles, ued aaaehir?
and furniture, article of vset ulneii ef any sort, and musical f
strumenta.
"
As the classified ads, are read by all possible bmyeas, of au
slbls sorts of thlmss, they save cone to be finders of the beet at
(
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APPLES

ATIBJG

Jonathans

automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

Baseball scores received every
ernoon at the Lobby. Adv.

Macintosh

tiu iLi

Saturday at

lamps at

f f

I IIVZA

1

T

MP

Special

Stearns' Store
JelterBon Raynolds, President.
B. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds. Cashier.

aft-

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

PliPf
f ''rl IfpI

you just vant to see how
much there is in one of
our new parlor stoves.
They heat a room in no
time and are as attractive
as any article in the room..
Take a look at them. They
are so pretty, you won't

$812.95
For Tomorrow

and

Saturday Night Only

HERE GOES

These suits are the LATEST
FALL MODELS and sell regularly
for $15, $16.50, $18 and $20.

are the proud parents of a baby boy
born to them at their home last night.

and select your
suit as we will be closed until 5:30
p. m, Saturday.

'uW..r.va.,
A

taking yours down

when summer comes.

FIRE SIDE HOT

FOR ITSELF IN

,

A

BLAST

PAYS

SEASON OR TWO

J. C.--COMPLETE
JOHNSEN AND SON
HOME PUItXISHEK-

CLOTIIMFT

This Sale Will Be a

the West side yesterday morning. The
funeral was held this morning.

feel like

FOR ANOTHER

Come in tomorrow

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Pollack died at their residence on

S-

RECORD BREAKER

A marriage license was Issued this
morning at the court house to Luisa
Maes, aged 19, and Manuel Vigil, aged
22, both residents of Los Vigiles.

SUIT

I
TpAICHERT'c
a
Store- --

Uothing

The last day of the rates to the
coast showed a big business today,
Just received fresh supply Framage there being two section, of both
de brie, Domestic Cammembert, Sier- trains Nos. 1 and 9. This makes the
ra, Neufchatel Lunch Cheese, Pimien-to- , third day this week that the traffic
Wisconsin cream at Papens. Adv. has been unusually heavv.

BUY AN AUTO DEL VERY WA CO'
f
Dellverlmm

LIKE to dress in a

Correct Garments for Men

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye,
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lbby, of course.
AdT.

i

neat and stylish r
maner, and like to I
get the very best qua- Iity I can without I
paying a stiff price, f
Thats why I am going
to stop and see Qreen-berg-

As Columbus Day falls on Sunday
er
this year, and as many of the busi
ness houses will be closed tomorrow
my
because of the Jewish holiday, the
banks will not open their doors Satuommous Day was made a
uruay.
Last night the infant child of Mr. state holiday by the first state legis
and Mrs. Harold Harvey died after lature, but this is the first occasion
a short illness. The funeral services on which the banks have observed it.
were held today. Interment was in
the Masonic cemetery.
Though mistake a boy who was
traveling with his parents on the sec- In spite of the fact that a large ong section of train No, I boarded the
I can
number of the members were present first section Just as it was leaving the
buy a Clothcraft
at the meeting last night, the Las city today. The parents of the young,
Suit for
Vegas council of the Knights of Col- ster were unable to locate their son
umbus decided to postpone the elec- until some time later when It was learntion of officers until the second meet- ed the chap had boarded the
wrong
ing in October. A large number of train. The boy will be taken from
the Knights are planning to go to the train at the first station south of
Santa Fe a week from Sunday to at this dty and returned to his parents
tend the installation of the new
council in that city. Fifty candidates
Instead of driving out out through
will be initiated at this time.
open doors when the fire alarm was 'I
sounded arly this morning, the E.
Tom Ruoti, a gentleman of the road, Romero Hose and Fire
and get
good
company
was arrested last night by Santa Fe emerged from the station house
I
Officer Itaelsback on the charge of through closed
many pay $25 for.
portals. In fact, the
vagrancy and trespassing. This morn- fire apparatus brought the doors with
ing he was sentenced by Police Judge it. When the rope releasing the doors
in line
They're
D. R, Murray to serve 60 days on the was
pulled, it broke off short, but the
streets.
was
sentence
sus
The
city
horses, which have been trained to
with everything
pended and Kuoti released after he start when the door mechanism is
had paid the costs of the case. Tho started into play, charged into the
I
mas Conway, arrested last night by doors. The hinges
gave way and 'alChief of Police Ben Coles on tha lowed the
out.
f
For
equipment to pass
charge of drunkenness, was sentenced tunately none cf the firemen was In
to serve 15 days on the city streets by jured. The doors were
rehung this
sells.
this morning.
Judge Murray at the session
morning. Conway is an unusual character, as he drinks pure alcohol ae- PREACHES FIRST SERIvON
The Brotherhood of Locomotive
ordinar to the police officers.
The following article appeared in a
Firemen
and Engmemen. with about
recent issue of an El Paso paper in
5,000 delegates, wi'l meet in Calgary,
to
Robin
son
forof a
regard
Gould,
Alberta, in 1914.
mer resident of Las Vegas:
Robin Gould will attend the TrinDetroit, Mich., has been made the
ity Methodist conference to be hold
permanent
headquarters of the Amal
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 15.
and
Mr. Gould will at that time enter the gamated Association of Street
Electric Railway Employes of
ministry. He will preach his maiden
'
sermon on the evening of October 12,
at Trinity, Methodist church, in El
Watch your wife when she
Paso. Mr. Gould is an El Paso boy,
plans a real shopping trip.
n
and has for a nurfiber of years been
She will go where she inconnected
with
the
El
Paso
Herald
tends to buy last .
GALORE
and a leader among the young people
That's good business
of Trinity church.
He is at present
v."'r?
Try it
city circulator of The Herald. His
After you have seen all the
father Dr. Gould, was an El Paso
other clothes, you will appreciate
minister for years and also was enBOUCHER'S STORE1
gaged in newspaper work here and
at Albuquerque. Dr. Gould died suddenly in Albuquerque about two years

splendid selection of black calf

A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PRICES

Placed On Sale
100 Men's Suits at

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Thull of Wairous

Per Basket

TALK ABOUT SOLID COMFORT

We Have

New line of Millinery just received
at Mrs. Standish's. Adv.

GRAPES

immiu

6:17

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

i

10, 1913.

I mrjcv
caving

LOCAL NEWS
A big sale on Millinery
Mrs. Standish's. Adv.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

and gun metal button or lace shoss
for women, medium
heel. Queen
Quality. Price $2.75 to $3.50 the pair
at Hedgeock's. Adv.

!
at Minimum Expmnam
Prompt
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliable in operation cheaper than horse power

about

FALL SUIT

M.

AND

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

OVERCOAT

i

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Center of
Gravity of

t

Hill:

Kifflit-Trad- e

This picture tells a
ful business men

story ot

;1

the trade- power

i

of

S

r

f

Edison
Mazda

Signs

It
I

V

Ask your

;

suc-

cessful business
friends about them
and then come and
see us.

'

ST-O-

Las Veas Light
and Power Co.
5

BEST

E. Las Vegas, - New Mex.

OF

Gome here

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

'APPLES

AT

Styleplusj7
Clothes
IBMIIIIWIIIIIIHIIIMIJMImilllWIB

Bakery Goods Fresh Every Day
Brrad, Csvkes, Pies, FLolJs, Doughnuts,
Cookies
I! AKERY

GOODS ARE THE BEST IN THE CITY

Che Them a Trial and

THE

GBAAF

S
STO'

Be

Convinced

HAY WARD

They are as fine in fabric, as
distinctive in style and as n.U
made as many clothes which sell
for $20

to $25.

The price of STYLEPLUS
would have to be much higher if
the makers did not operate the
largest single clothing plant in the
world. And STYLEPLUS is the
supreme quality of this great
equipment.
See yourself in a STYLEPLUS
suit or overcoat. You will like the
clothes and you will appreciate
that the price is low.

ago.
Dr. Gould was city editor of the Las
Vegas Optio for a number of yearj
and was well known here.
ELECTION 13 POSTPONED
Next Tuesday evening is the date
that should be set aside by the Commercial club, according to the constitution, for the yearly election of the
officers and directors, but on. account
of the necessary absence of a
large
number of the members from the
city
the election lias been postponed until
October 28. There has been little interest manifested thus far in the coming election; but it is expected that
more interest will be taken within
the
next two weeks. All members
of the
club are
requested to remember the
election and plan to be present.

PALACE CLOTHING CO.
Ben Lewis, Prop.

CO.

Gfe
C-

Gross, Kelly

.

KTtor
tShm

of Clothing Economg
JTYLEVLVS Store

TOO

FOR SALE
'

LATC TO CLASSIFY

Home mam, comforts at
Orders a'so solicited. Ladles'
Aid Christian Church,
phone Pur$.1.5(1.

ple 5432.

illiP inn
r.ai.ii,

pi Lit

THURSDAY,

,

THE

OCTOBER

IB

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PP0DUCT10N
WILLIAM

A. BRADY LTD.

Presents

THE NEW YORK AND LONDON COMEDY

Fancy

Jonathans

Eating or

Macintoshes

Cooking

OF

pn

!

THEM

A

BUT

FAST

TRIUMPH

JL

MONTGOMERY

A CO&MDY OF LOVE AND
FULL OF LAUGHS AND

TON

THEY ARE GOING

?f
BY JAMES

&Pewaukees

WE HAVE

Co.

&

'Sole Agents

last

"The same price the world ever

01 a

as

ICIEE nrnrrn
DLflu Lll

AT THE HOME OF

THE

WA

I

right

story-well-know-

to success-

liie

as

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

$12.50, $15
$16.50 or $18

MU

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulnrs from

v

RQ&mNCE

THRILLS

The NOTABLE COMPANY includes

. ROBERT

OBER
ADELAIDE HASTINGS
MARY CARLISLE
MAURICE BARRET
CLARKE S1LVERNAIL

See the Window
A

"

DOUGLAS WOOD
NENA BLAKE
T. E. B. HENRY
JOHN C. BROWNELL
ESTELLE WYNNE WALTER FREDERICKS
CLYDE NORTH
JOHN C. FENTON
GRAYDON FOX
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
ALBERT MATTISON and others

Play For titI Vlomna YSh &ra Oi
HcU or Expect to De

The King and Queen of Krmland saw It twice duririK Its eiht months' run at the
New Theatre, and pioriouueed it the ftnest love story they have yet seen on the
8tai!e

PRICES

,

75c,$1.CQ and Sl.BO

Seats on Sale at Murphey's Oct.

12

